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Detractors challenge student grants

From Staff Reports
Virginia's Tuition Assistance Grant Program was challenged this summer by
Lynchburg Attorney Jeff Somers and Dr.
Robert Alley of the University of Richmond
with the support of Americans United for the
Separation of Church and State(AUSCS).
A successful challenge would result in the
inability of Virginia residents to use state
grants at Liberty University. Last year 1,000
Virginia residents attending Liberty received
more than $1.1 million in assistance.
'This case will clearly be taken to the
courts regardless of the decision from the
state council of education. The religious bigotry of Somers, Alley and Americans United
for the Separation of Church against evangelicals will certainly drive them to the courts if
the Virginia Council on Higher Education
rules in favor of Liberty," Jerry Falwell, LU
Chancellor, said.
The brief, filed by AUSCS, argued that
Liberty University students should be ineligible to receive Virginia state grants, claim-

ing the grants violate
Liberty University
the establishment
counters
that its "pri"We serve a public
clause in the First
mary mission is to
purpose. The grants are provide a collegiate
Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution.
education," Gribbin
public aid for a public
Virginia statutes
said.
purpose. We are not a
state that the primary
"We serve a public
purpose of the grants
place of indoctrination." purpose. The grants
is to, "provide colle—Dr. William Gribbin are public aid for a
giate graduate or proDean of Communications public purpose. We
fessional education
are not a place of inand not to provide re- "™"~"™~~~~"™~~~
~~ doctrination," Gribbin
ligious training or theological education."
said.
The brief filed against Liberty attempts to
'The fact that LU is a Christian university
convince the state council that Liberty is per- does not give one the right to discriminate
vasively religious and therefore Virginia stu- against it," Falwell commented.
dents attending Liberty should be unable to
"Ninety percent of Liberty graduates do
receive state aid.
not go into a religiousfield,"Dr. Ellen Black,
According to Dr. William Gribbin, dean of LU assistant vice-president of planning and
the LU school of communications, the AUSCS research, explained.
purports that grant money used by students
Facts indicate that LU and its purpose are
attending Liberty technically becomes an in- notextremely different from other schools in
direct establishment of religion violating the the state as a total of 15 Virginia institutions of
Constitution.
higher learning have similar written purpose

statements.
"Liberty is not the only school in Virginia
with a religious mission or coursework. Many
schools require religion or philosophical
coursework," Black said.
"This is not a Liberty University issue that
we are talking about. It is about therightof
Virginia families to send their children to
schools that have the same philosophical basis
as they do," Black explained.
"TAGP funds are made available to Virginia residents who attend private schools on
the basis that these students are removing a
financial load from state tax structure by not
attending public schools. They are tax-payers. TAGP funds are for the benefit of the
student in the institution they are attending,"
Falwell explained.
If Liberty University's Virginia resident
students lose, LU has decided to take this
issue to the highest court available to protect
financial discrimination against them, Falwell commented.
"This is clearly a case of discrimination

LU grads dominate
annual conference

against them," Falwell said. "LU is accredited and uses similar tests and academic programs that other institutions use."
Individuals initiating the challenge against
Liberty students have a history of conflicting
with Liberty University and its purpose.
In 1978, Alley chaired the School of Religion at the University of Richmond. The professor became nationally known by denying
the virgin birth of Jesus Christ.
Baptist pastors in Virginia, including Falwell, publicly decried Alley's position as heresy. He was subsequently removed from the
UR School of Religion and trsnsferred to another department but could not be dismissed
because of his tenure.
Somers also led thefightagainst Liberty's
effort to obtain tax-free bonds in 1989.
"Jeff Somers is essentially an unemployed
local attorney. Another Lynchburg attorney
who knows Mr. Somers has told me that
Somers is Jewish, and unlike the vast majority of Jewish people, he has an anti-evangelical Christian bias," Falwell said.

Operations unaffected
by Kemper results

By PAMELA WALCK

By BEN LaFROMBOIS

News Editor

Editor

LU graduates will dominate the pulpit Sept. 20-27 in this year's World
Impact Conference at Liberty University. More than 30 graduates will return
to encourage LU students to become more involved in world missions.
"We try to get high caliber speakers to talk to our students," Dwayne Carson,
a campus pastor, said. "Now LU has people that are in thefieldand have good
credentials."
TheLU campus pastors have set a goal to raise $ 10,000 in love offerings for
LU grads in need of materials on the mission field.
The money raised will specifically help the following LU graduates andsupply their needs: John Loyd, a car for his work in Hungary; Hal Large, sound
system equipment for his work in El Salvador, Kim Justicenin, to support her
work in Niger; andLight Bibles for mission trips this summer to China and
Russia.
"I think this goal is very attainable. Every student needs to give just $5 each,"
Carson said. "Very seldom do we not meet our goals."
In the past, LU students have donated enough money to give Bibles to China
and Russia, as well as supplied the funds to build a medical center in South
American slums and build a church building in Romania.
Though the fund-raising during WIC is an important part of the conference,
the biggest goal is to involve LU students in world missions.
Campus leaders hope to see three main results from the World Impact
Conference:
First, an increased understanding of the worldwide mission of the church:
second, for the campus to be challenged toward a greater commitment to world
missions; and third, for men and women to answer the call into a career in mission service.
pnoto by Murk Par*ona
"We hope that this will be a time where students will answer the call to
missions," Carson explained." The students will be challenged to answer the High school students at E.C. Glass met at the school flag pole
to pray for their classmates. See Morning Prayer, Page 2.
question, "Where do I fit into God's plan for evangelizing the world?'"

The recent Kemper decision will have little effect on current university
operations or the LU debt restructuring plan, Mark DeMoss, ministry
spokesman, explained last week.
"With or without Kemper the school doesn't need to make significant
changes in operations. Things will continue to be tight, but that is the case
all over the country, including the wealthiest schools in the nation,"
DeMoss said.
The school is operating profitably. "In the last two years the university
revenues have exceeded expenditures. LU revenues exceeded expenditures by $5 million last year," he said. Excess revenue is automatically
used to pay existing debt.
Significant legal and accounting fees unrelated to Kemper have been
incurred because of the debt restructuring effort and the Virginia Tuition
Assistance Grant Program dispute, DeMoss commented.
"Delays in the implementation of the debt restructuring plan should not
be considered troublesome," DeMoss explained.
The debt restructuring "is a mammoth undertaking. It involves more
than 100 creditors most of which are corporations with their own lawyers
and accountants having their own questions and concerns," he said,
Despite the $73 million debt and many creditors, "There have been no
red flags and few hitches or blips."
DeMoss considers this form of financing superior to others. "Instead of
somebody else selling and repaying bonds, the creditors are becoming the
financing. This plan would allow LU to pay creditors over time. They are
making concessions," he explained.
The amount owed individual creditors ranges from $20 million to
$ 1,000. About 80 percent of the debt is represented by seven creditors,
DeMoss commented.

New system resides in library on trial basis
By WENDY WILLSON

"To me it's much easier to access.
This covers a wide range of topics
More than 800 compact disks ar- making a lot of things available that
rived at the LU library on Monday, wewouldn'thaveanyotherway,"Dr.
Sept. 14. The CDs are an information David Burnett, dean of library servtool called Pro Quest 3000, providing ices, explained.
LU students with access to four difPro Quest 3000 provides informaferent databases from University tion on any given topic citation with
Microfilms (UMI) on a 60-day trial the journal tide, article tide, and a
basis.
150-word abstract. The program then
The databases include a business gives the operator information on the
periodical index, a general periodical particular CD containing the full arindex, a business periodical full-text ticle. An attached printer reproduces
photo by (Uhsaan Pringle
file, and a general periodical full-text either the full article or the citation.
"We felt it was important to expose
LU student Greg Keene gathers information on the new Pro file. They function like "computerstudents to what was available in other
Quest 3000 system which is on a 60-day trial basis in the library. ized" microfiche.
Champion Reporter

By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

Professor
receives
award for
service,
dedication

LU Associate Professor Ann Wharton was named teacher of the year and
awarded $500 by Roger Stenzel, from
the local Sears and Roebuck department store Friday, Sept. 11.
Wharton, associate professor of
journalism and adviser for the Liberty Champion, was honored as LU
'Teacher of the Year" for her dedicated service in the journalism department.
"She is one of the main reasons for
the journalism department being stale
of the art," William G. Gribbin, dean
of the school of communications, said.

"Not only has she written books, but
she keeps up with the technology in
the field; as well as always being active in community projects. She really deserved it. She is the kind of
teacher that you are proud to hold up
in front of others and say, 'This is an
example of a good teacher.'"
"Bill (Gribbin) told me he was
nominating me, but I didn't know that
I had won the award until Thursday
night," Wharton said. "I was surprised and pleased."
Wharton began leaching at Liberty
in the fall of 1983. She organized the
Liberty Champion which began
publication that same year.

"We started The Champion in the
Fall of '83, after Al Snyder (now
chairman of the department) put together two pilot issues during the
spring of '83," Wharton said.
As the journalism department expanded over (he years, the dream of a
state of the art graphics lab became a
reality. Presendy the lab offers journalism students complete use of 16
Macintosh SE Apple computers, two
dot-matrix printers, two laser printers, and a scanner, as well as experience on the PageMaker, Super Paint,
Aldus Freehand and Word Perfect
programs.
Under Wharton's supervision the

places," Burnett said. "We would
encourage students to use it and evaluate it. It's designed so students don't
need a lot of instruction."
Students using the system found it
more efficient than microficheorbook
research.
"This (Pro Quest 3000) gives students everything at their fingertips,"
Ross Perkins, an LU English education major, said. "It's a lot belter than
digging through piles of books and
microfiche. I wish that the library
could afford more systems like this or
similar to this."
"I think that it's good because it has
school paper has grown from a tabloid of four to six pages to a full-sized
broadsheet newspaper, averaging 12
pages per issue.
"The bottom line in journalism is
experience, and The Champion gives
students practical experience in many
areas of journalism," Wharton said.
"The newspaper broadens horizons,
giving students a taste of the journalistic community. But most importantly, it teaches responsibility, which
is very critical out in the real world."
As a teacher, Wharton is known for
her endless demands on students and
See Teacher Award, Page 2

the articles in there and you don't
have to look them up," Cindy Perrault, an LU sophomore, said. "I hope
they keep it."
Bamett requested UMI to loan the
Pro Quest 3000 Series Workstation to
LU on a 60-day trial basis but hopes to
secure a one-year lease for the system
providing funds are available.
Virginia Union and Old Dominion
University also use the entire Pro
Quest 3000 system. The University
of Virginia's library and Virginia
Tech's library contain part of the Pro
Quest system's facilities.

Ann Wharton
Associate Professor of
journalism

news

Page 2, The Champion
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Psychology internships offer
students experience, variety
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

photo by Sheldon Werner

Liberty University student Barb Strawn gets her blood tested for
hemoglobin and iron content before preparing to donate on Wednesday,
Sept. 16, in the Vines Center. LU students donated 224 units of blood
during the bloodmobile conducted by the Lynchburg Red Cross.

Between IS and 25 juniors and seniors
from the Liberty University psychology
department work on internships each semester, spending about 80 hours observing and
working hands-on in clinic settings.
"This internship is where you see things
learned in the classroom put into practice,"
Dr. Larry F. Nelson, chairman of the department of psychology, said.
The duties of the interns vary at different
institutions. Only a few students work with
schizophrenics, manic depressants, anorexics and bulimics.
The main purpose for the internships is
to observe the different areas of group
therapy.
Other interns have the option of working at
the YMCA counseling battered women who
call in on a special hotline or come to the facility to seek a safe sanctuary.

Yet another alternative is work in various
nursing homes in Lynchburg.
"Interns learn how to coordinate social activities or just be a listening ear," Nelson
explained.
The interns average about 8 to 10 hours a
week in this credited practicum.
During the practicum, interns are required
to keep a daily log of their experiences; and at
the end of the semester, they are asked to write
a paper based on things learned throughout
the internship.
Though there is competition from other
area colleges for the intern positions at the
different agencies, LU students can "hold
their own," according to Nelson.
"Most agencies call us," Nelson said.
The agencies that LU students are involved
in include: Big Brothers and Big Sisters of
America, where interns visit the homes of
neglected children and conduct social work;
the Amherst Youth Services, where students

Light shares gospel in Latin culture
By CHRISTY WHIDDON
Champion Reporter

A group offiveLiberty University
students traveled to El Salvador this
summer with Light Ministries to share
the gospel in music and drama with
Latin American people after political
interference prevented them from
going to Africa.
The students, headed by Rick Lange
of Light, were unable to obtain visas
for their trip to Africa because of political red tape. The group then accepted the opportunity to witness in
El Salvador instead. The students
had to quickly relearn all their drama
skits and songs the weekend before
they left for the missionfieldbecause
of the sudden change in plans.
During the three-week missions
trip, the LU students were accompanied by an interpreter and managed to
get by with the Spanish skills of a
team member. They ministered with

photo courtesy 1

Light Team: Rene Mix, Amy Nelson, Rick Lange, Shane Huffey,
Dolly Harrington and Kathryn Rutledge take time out.
Hal Large, a 1978 graduate of Liberty
Baptist Seminary and missionary in
El Salvador.
"Everything just fell into place,"
Lange said. "Hal had called me last
year.askingmetobringagroupdown.

When the plans for Africa fell
through, it was amazing how easily a
trip to El Salvador opened up for us."
Light was able to witness across
the rural city of San Salvador, and
more than 50 El Salvadorians re-

— Teacher Award

ceived JesusChristandprofessed their
new faith.
"The incredible aspect is how well
the students were received by both
the missionaries and the El Salvador
National Church," Lange said.
The LU students experienced a total
immersion into Latin culture by staying with families from the Miramonte
Baptist Church, Large's church.
Because of the group's small number
and the short-turn-around time before
they left, they were allowed to stay
with church families.
"The students had wanted to minister in a third-world nation, so being
able to go to El Salvador was fantastic, especially because it ended up
costing less than Africa would have,"
Lange said.
Large was impressed with the effectiveness of Light Ministries and
invited them to come back to El
Salvador anytime.

High school students join in morning prayer
By WENDY WILLSON
Champion Reporter

Christian students from schools
throughout the Lynchburg area met at
their nearest flagpole, joining two
million nationwide in the 3rd annual
"Meet You at the Pole Day," on
Wednesday, Sept. 16, to profess their
faith by praying for their schools.
Various students at each location
organized and led the devotionals,
which included reading of scripture
followed by prayer for their particular
schools. Local churches provided

t-shirts and buttons commemorating
the event, and Channel 13 provided
television coverage.
"All the area churches were working together on this," Mike Dorough,
youth pastor at Old Forest Road
Baptist Church, said. "The purpose
was to really get all the kids to come
together and pray."
Adult church members were not
permitted to pray with students at the
schools but instead met at Monument
Terrace in downtown Lynchburg at 7
a.m. Other church members were

Come See The New

encouraged to pray around the flagpole at their place of business.
Last year 1 million students from
more than 20,000 schools participated
in this national event, representing
every race and denomination. In past
years, some students have even been
arrested because of their public witness for Christ.
On the Liberty University campus
more than 500 LU students attended
the early morning prayer service
conducted by campus pastors Rob
Jackson and Dwayne Carson.

Area churches hope "Meet You at
the Pole Day" will result in Bible
clubs on every school campus in
Lynchburg.
Certain schools, such as Heritage
High School, haverefusedBible clubs
up to this point, though the clubs are
not illegal if organized by students.
Another program local churches
are currently involved with is "Five
Fabulous Wednesdays in September,"
which encourages high school students to wear Christian t-shirts and
share their faith with others.
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Continued from Page 1
acknowledges that most students are
"intimidated" by her. She believes
that her drive in the classroom is a
result of the "perfectionist" in her.
"Most journalism courses are difficult," she explained. "I push students
as far as I can because they need the
motivation and the goal to expand
their abilities. I want them to feel
challenged. That's my job."
Wharton has taught all her "adult
life." Previously, she taught at Grace
College in Winona Lake, Ind.
"In the past when I was asked what
I did, I would say that I was a teacher,"
Wharton said. "But I started feeling
guilty. I thought that maybe I should
say I was a Christian, but I've realized
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that teaching is what I do. Being a
Christian is what I am."
"As a teacher, I want you (students)
to go out professionally prepared, but
I also want you to be able to perform
as a Christian in the secular world.
Liberty is a legitimate liberal arts university, but the difference is that we
are rooted in faith. That influences
what we do," she continued.
Wharton, also an author, has published two books during the past six
years. Her first was an inspirational
historical romance tilled Rising
Thunder .which sold outof print Last
year she co-authored Help, I'm Not a
Perfect Parent with Dr. David Miller,
a professor of counseling at LU.
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investigate child abuse cases; the Liberty
Godparent Home, where they work with
unwed mothers and can even get involved in
the screening processes of adoption; the Presbyterian Home, where they help care for
childrenfromdysfunctional families; and the
Bridge, which is an institution for long-term
child and adolescent care.
"It seems to be a positive experience for all
(people) concerned," Nelson said.
The psychology department is selective in
whom they place out in the field and use a
screening process to select the interns.
"We don't want anyone out there who
won't represent the university in a favorable
light," Nelson said.
"They must be very concerned for
suffering individuals and want to be able to
help them. They should be a good listener
and (be) patient. There are some individuals
who listen, but don't hear," Nelson
explained.
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LU Forum

Editorial

Journalists
create bias

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Religion or reality?
The term "Christianity" has suffered a negative connotation for the past several years in the non-Christian world
because of Christian's inability to apply Christ's Christianity to their walk.
This "Christian" style of living is especially rampant on
a university campus such as Liberty. We are as guilty as any
other Christians in America for allowing a false view of
Christianity to develop.
The solution is that the terms "Christianity" and "Christian" need to be totally reexamined in light of how God
would like us to live.
God's last commandment in Matthew 28 was to teach all
nations and baptize them in the name of the Father, the Son
and the Holy Ghost.
Too many people use Christianity as a crutch instead of a
step to help lead others to Christ through their reputation.
People should be able to identify us by the way we live such
as our work ethics, morals and behavior.
The words a Christian should treasure most from a nonChristian is the question "What's different about you? You
seem to have a joy and consistency that I don't."
The most effective way to witness is through how we act
and not through how we say we should act. People do not
listen to what Christians say but what they live. Going to
church on Sunday is fine, but Christianity is a 24-hour,
seven-day life, not one hour on Sunday morning.
Another major reason for negative reactions to Christianity is the Christian's tendency to generalize every group,
idea or belief. Many of us feel that others must have the
same beliefs, or they are going to hell.
Wake up Christians! Believe it or not, there are going to
be Democrats, Catholics, long-haired men and many other
"taboo" groups in heaven. What do we do then? Segregate
heaven and have a section for each group? We think not!
Christians must drop all generalities from their thinking.
Then and only then will we be able to effectively witness to
others about the Lord.
To help develop this view we must first remember our
goal on this earth. We are to lead as many people as possible
to the Lord before we die. If we remember this, how can we
become caught up in name-calling and civil wars among
ourselves?
The church has forsaken the leadership role it must take.
Rather, it is obstructing society with its own inconsistencies.
Thebiggest problem in Christianity today is that there are
too many people going to hell and most Christians could
care less about it.
While we sit back and judge others for what they say or
how they choose to dress, Satan is laughing people all the
way to hell because he has successfully diverted the Christian effort.
We need to put aside our unnecessary judgments of
others and focus on how we are living ourselves. We can
never be effective witnesses for God when we are constantly wasting our efforts, judging other Christians' behavior.
Christians should be open-minded and yet have the morals
and biblical knowledge to know the difference between
right and wrong. This is a large planet we live on, and not
everyone thinks the same way.
Too many Christians get so caught up in what other
people are doing and believing that they leave behind the
things in their own lives that aren't right.
If we begin to live with God's goal of saving a lost world,
it will truly change our perspective on life. It is then that we
will begin to dispel the myths that the non-Christian world
has placed on the term "Christianity," and more souls will
be saved!
Remember what Jesus said in Matthew 7:5.
"Hypocrite! First remove the plank from your own eye,
and then you will see clearly to remove the speck out of your
brother's eye."
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America enjoys prosperity
during 1980's giant boom
Boom or bust, what were the
1980's? Was it the decade that produced the greatest peacetime expansion ever recorded or the indulgence
that attacked America's ability to
succeed in the future?
Greed, selfishness.excessandplunder characterize the detractor's view
of the 1980's. "Sure, we had a good
time, but we're paying for it now,"
they claim.
Junk seemed to rule the 1980's as
aninvestmenttool. The unrated bonds
were used by many companies to
finance tremendous achievements.
Their name and the media-embellished failures of companies that used
junk bonds bolstered the jaded view
of the detractors.
Many fail to realize that companies
such as MCI would not exist if junk
bonds were not available. Junk bonds
also became one of the best investments of the 1980's and 1990's.
The recent economic slowdown —
there has yet to be a decline — is not
the result of 1980's growth, but the
rejection of the principles that made
the 1980's extremely successful.
Much of America's current infatuation with the environment and other
"do-good" projects is reactionary to
the 1980's. Supporters of these think
the 1980's were full of terrible people
who added nothing to society, only
mooched. In reaction they have attempted to make up the supposed
difference by advocating destructive
policies that destroy individual freedom and promote activist government.
Bill Clinton is following this errant
view, attempting to gain political
capital as a prophet of doom. Clinton
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claims the economy will improve only
if we follow the Marxist, socialist
scheme.
Apparently Bill has forgotten the
50 years in Eastern Europe and especially the last five since socialism
went bankrupt.
Many would like to think America
went bankrupt — hardly! We prospered like never before. The following gives a better indication of the
1980' s than any Clinton-stump speech.
It speaks of facts, not political bias.
• The gross national product of
America rose 31% in real, inflationadjusted terms between 1982 and
1989. America had grown by onethird. In comparison the German
economy was 1/3 the size of America's
in 1982. The American economy had
built an entire West Germany in seven
years. Excess or productvity?
• Real disposable income per capita
grew by 18%, and American's standard of living grew by nearly onefifth.
• Seven years of uninterrupted
growth resulted in a real Gross National Product gain of 32%.
• Manufacturing production grew
even faster than GNP, rising by 48%.
• Gross private investment grew by
32%.
• Civilian employment grew by
19.5%.
• Non-farm productivity, the output

of American labor, increased by
10.6%.
• Exports grew by 92.6% when detractors claimed we had lost the edge.
• Tax receipts grew faster than GNP.
• From WWII until 1973 real economic growth averaged 3.6%. After
1973 to 1982 growth was only 1.6%.
After 1982 growth was at 3.5%
through 1990,andhit3.8% until 1989.
• The American standard of living
is approximately 40% greater than
Japan and most of Europe.
These are just the facts. Many intangibles still need to be considered to
truly honor 1980's expansion.
The United States is the greatest
military power in the world now —
maybe of all time.
Ideologically, America has won the
war. Marxism is bankrupt as free
markets reign in Europe.
No nation has better technology
than the U.S. which dominates no
other technology more than software.
The detractors, namely the media,
forget the benefits of the 1980's and
cry for change, claiming that the nation was destroyed by twelve years of
conservative economics.
Emphasis must be placed on how
we obtained the greatest peacetime
expansion in history. The facts are
easy to see and are repeatable. Instead of glooming over the 1990's we
need to see where we went wrong and
reclaim the 1980's boom with conservative principles that not only
helped everyone, but made our nation financially great once again.
Source: "The Seven Fat Years and
How To Do it Again" by Robert L.
Bartley.

Students love Front Row Joe
Front Row Joe has become the new
LU student mascot. Going to the
movies is one of the few inexpensive,
yet entertaining activities in Lynchburg. Yet this seemingly harmless
form of entertainment has stirred up
its fair share of controversy at LU.
Movies are a source of information,
education, entertainment and vegetation.
Even so, movies have created many
heated arguments for Christians.
Should Christians attend movies?
This is a question in need of some
speculation and Christians need to
question basic foundations on which
their answers are based.
Most movies today portray worldly,
anti-Christian views in one way or
another. There has yet to be a strictly
Christian movie shown in a regular
theatre. Granted some movies are
less worldly than others, but they still
are not biblically based.
The movie industry is so caught up
in making a profit and catching the
interest of the public that even cartoons have become vulgar and pornographic.
The latest PG-13 cartoon-movie
"Cool World" is a good example.
Thiscartoon not only porttay s worldly
values, but exhorts sexual views.
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What exacdy is the purpose of a
PG-13 pornographic cartoon?
Weren't cartoons originally created
for young children?
This sad point brings us back to the
issue at hand. Can Christians justify
attendance at such movies? It is Liberty University's policy that LU students can attend a theatre movie,
contingent on specific criteria. No
student is allowed to attend an Rrated movie under any circumstance.
Attendance at such a movie is a 12reprimand offense. However, this
leaves a wide variety of "trashy movies" at one's disposal.
Christians are tofilltheir lives with
things that are glorifying to God and
notputany "garbage" into their minds.
That which you put into your head
will ultimately come out in your lifestyle.
But again where do we draw the
line? Are certain movies appropriate
lor Christians to attend?

Some would argue that Christians
are an extremely sheltered group.
Making movie attendance "taboo"
within Christian society would only
compound this problem.
However this argument has many
errors. Such a view could allow
Christians to take part in any ungodly
act for the sake of "unsheltering"
themselves. This obviously is not acceptable.
Yet the problem still remains.
Where do we draw the line? Christians are sheltered and unaware of
much that really happens in the world.
Christians need to know how sick
and twisted the world really is and
learn adapt without conforming to it.
This is notan easy task and ultimately
cannot be decided on the basis of
whether or not to attend a certain
movie.
Much like secular music, movies
should be left up to the discretion of
each individual. Christians should
base their decisions upon personal
convictions and their interpretation
of scripture.
Don't allow these factors to become distorted. Take a clear and
intelligent look at the decision at
hand, and keep God and his will in
perspective.

Editor:
I am writing in response to an article in the September 9,1992 issue of
The Champion by Allison Brophy
entitled, "Media concentrates on
skeletons; issues trampled in dust."
I agree with her to a certain point.
The media is very biased against
Republicans and our platform. It is
true that they are more interested in
digging up dirt than covering candidates' stands on the issues.
Most journalists arc only interested
in "news" that will increase circulation numbers or cause ratings to rocket.
As long as they get that oversized pay
check it doesn't matter.
Where I differ with Miss Brophy is
in her belief that the American voter
and taxpayer should depend on the
media to give them the information
on where the candidates stand. First
of all, since the media is biased against
Republican candidates, they don' t and
won't get a fair hearing.
Secondly, the future of this country
is too important for voters to expect
someone else to lay information about
candidates in their lap. That's like
asking a professor to give you an "A"
in a course that you did not work for.
It is up to the voter to educate himself/
herself on where the candidates stand
on the issues.
This can be done in several ways. If
a voter has a question on a certain
issue, they can contact local party
headquarters and find out where the
candidate stands and/or ask for campaign material that deals with the
issues.
If the candidate is an incumbent,
write his or her office, whether it's the
Washington, D.C. office or a regional
one, about issues that are important to
you. The voter may also obtain the
incumbent's voting record to see if
the votes match the campaign language.
Most of these methods can be done
at home whether by phone or the U.S.
Mail and they don't really take that
much time if the issues are as important as voters say they are.
Forrest R. Cook

Clinton-bashing
breeds disgust
Editor:
Upon reading your second edition
of The Champion, I am starting to
get disgusted with your Clintonbashing.
Negative campaigning is turning
many "mainstream" Americans
away from the Republican Party.
What type of Christians are you to
judge and condemn others (Democrats)?
Are you afraid of the Democrats?
If the Lord is with Republicans, we
will win the election. If he is with
Democrats, they will win. Have
some faith.
Are you trying to become "popular" among the students because the
majority is Republican, or are you
just kissing up to Dr. Falwell?
We students assume you're kissing up. Is this paper for us or for the
Bush campaign? Report news —
not
opinions.
Doug Rooney

Cheerleaders lack
real school spirit
Editor:
On Saturday night September 5,
our football team played its opening
game against Furman University at
Furman.
The "cheerleaders" went to the
game, which in most cases would be
nice because most teams do not have
their cheerleaders at away games.
However in this instance, I was thoroughly embarrassed at the lack of
support and enthusiasm our cheerleaders gave the team.
First of all, they were not on the
field when our Flames came out,
which in some ways is good because
they did not even wear their uniforms. During the game, they did not
stand on the field with the team. They
stood on thefirstrow of bleachers.
But I believe the thing that irritated
me the most was that in the middle of
the third quarter the entire cheerleading squad sal down and did not
cheer the rest of the game.
If our CHEERLEADERS don't
have school spirit, how can we expect the student body to?
Name witheld by request
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Government acknowledges need for health care
By BRENT TRIMBLE AND
BRANDI BARNUM
Universal health care (a medical system
where government assumes all patient costs)
is being seriously considered by the federal
government.
Has government sponsorship of a socialized medical system ever accomplished much
more than an increasing burden on taxpayers?
True, thepresentU.S. health-care system is
not without major flaws. Many people cannot
afford health care, but a universal health-care
system would break the backs of the already
strapped American taxpayer. It simply
wouldn't work.
As an example, the highly touted Canadian
health-care system has been praised as a model

the United Slates should follow; however,
this is a seriously flawed system which is
already in the process of being dismantled. In
fact, the average Canadian pays 46 percent of
his income in taxes to underwrite the waste.
Costs of the Canadian system are growing
at a faster rate than the gross national product.
To combat this problem the Canadian system
simply spends less money thus providing
inadequate health care for the people.
The breakdown of this health-care system
has resulted in a system which puts patients
on a waiting list according to the severity of
their condition.
Patients are placed on a three-pronged ranking system. Emergents are cases such as heart
failure and car accidents which require care

within 24 hours. Urgent patients are next in
line, followed by elective patients who are not
actually in danger.
The ranking system itself poses a serious
problem. How does one distinguish between
emergent, urgent and elective patients without allowing the patient's condition to further
deteriorate. Obviously, this is not an effective method of providing health care.
There are numerous cases of Canadian citizens crossing the U.S. border to receive
American health care, because of technologically superior equipment and better doctors.
For instance, a magnetic resonance imager
(MRI), takes pictures to determine shapes and
positions of tumors. According to the September 1992 Reader's Digest, Tennessee

with 4.9 million people has more MRI scanners than Canada with 26.6 million people.
"There's a six-month wait for an MRI," said
Dr. Walter Kucharczyk of The Toronto Hospital. "Some patients suffer because of the
wait."
Because of skyrocketing costs of health insurance in the U.S., there is legislation being
introduced backing a health-care plan similar
to that of Canada. While the U.S. is racing to
embrace socialized medicine, Canada is already taking measures to reconstruct its entire
system.
According to the Sept. 8 Richmond Times,
"The system is getting worse everyday," Dr.
William Goodman of Toronto, said. "America is now where we were 30 years ago, and

you're making all the same mistakes."
There are still numerous problems with the
theory of universal health care that have not
been addressed. If this system was implemented and health-care professionals were
state employees, what would happen in the
event of a nationwide strike in a particular
segment of the medical care profession.
Would an executive order send in National
Guard troops to empty bed pans? The absurdity of this system is obvious.
Universal health care is yet another rung on
the socialistic ladder. Communist countries
are a good example of the worst case
scenario of bad health-care plans. Why must
America repeat mistakes that were made 50
years ago?

Doctors can spread disease with disregard of patients
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Staff Columnist

Kimberly Bergalis contracted the
AIDS virus from a dentist during
surgery on December 8,1991. She is
a harsh exception to certain rules given
to the public since the AIDS virus
wasfirstintroduced in America.
Unlike Ryan White, Bergalis had
not received a tainted blood transfusion. She was not sexually promiscuous unlike Magic Johnson. Her death
came as a shock because she contracted the disease somewhere most
peoplefindrelief from their ailments:
the doctor's office.
Bergalis, along with several other
victims, contracted AIDS from her
Florida dentist, David Acer. Acer
died of the disease several days before Bergalis announced she had
contracted the virus.
For years our fears about AIDS
have been alleviated by government's

reiterated dogma that "AIDS cannot
be contracted through casual contact,
only through sexual contact or intravenous drug use."
Now we are rocked by the harsh
realization that we are potentially at
risk to contract a disease in what was
before a bastion of health preservation.
It must be noted that Bergalis did
not contract the disease under the
surgeon's knife where an exchange
of bodily fluid might be feasible. The
procedure blamed for her infection
was a simple tooth extraction.
The Center for Disease Control
reported in March 1992 that "47 cases
of surgeons with AIDS have been
reported to date..."
In a practice where open exposure
to patient blood and mucous cavities
is much more prevalent than that of a
dentist, wouldn't it be prudent to test
doctors for the virus and disclose the

results to patients under their care?
The Center for Disease Control
doesn't think so.
Although hospitals in large metro
areas test medical staff for infectious
diseases such as tuberculosis and
measles, testing for AIDS has not
been added to the list. Why not?
Measles and tuberculosis are already
curable, right?
Where is the logic that does not
allow a person entrusting a physician
with his life to inquire about the doctor harboring an infectious disease
with a 100-percent mortality rate?
The Center for Disease Control has
dismissed the idea of AIDS being
transmitted through casual contact
though a doctor/patient relationship
can hardly be considered "casual."
Why then, does the medical world
take precautions when dealing with
AIDS patients? A 1987 Virginia
Public Health Report stated, "Health

care workers must realize that their
best defense against contracting infection is to assume that all blood and
body fluids are potentially infectious..."
The report then contradicts itself
when the question is asked, "Should
physicians and/or hospitals be required to notify funeral directors of
patients who have died of AIDS?"
The reply in the next paragraph is,
"There is no scientific basis for such
a requirement" Are not funeral directors worthy of the same notifications of hospital staff in order to take
proper precautions?
The Center for Disease Control has
contradicted itself about the disease.
According to "The Aids Coverup,"
the center stated, 'The Epidemiology
of HTLV-lll/LAV (AIDS) virus is
similar to that of a Hepatitis B (HBV)
virus infection."
On June 7,1985 obviously forget-

ting what they had written or the correlation it would reveal, the CDC
stated in the recommendations for
protection against Hepatitis B Infection, "Infection can occur in settings
of continuous close personal contact,
such as in households..."
Yet why have the American people
not been told of this startling similarity and correlation?
Credit for this can be taken by the
powerful homosexual lobby in Washington which has been instrumental
in covering up the real facts surrounding AIDS.
The stigma between homosexuals
and AIDS will never be overcome,
even though the virus has infiltrated
all other segments of our society.
The homosexual lobby and Congress (just ask congressmen Barney
Frank and Gerry Studds)realizethe
potential for extreme panic and outbreaks of homophobia if truth about

the disease is told to the American
people.
They feel that requiring doctors to
be tested for the virus would result in
careers unnecessarily being ruined.
Do doctors suffering from tuberculosis or hepatitis practice while they are
infected? Of course not
Why then should a doctor be allowed to practice when infected with
a lethal disease, no matter how minute the chances of him infecting others might be?
Instead of the facts concerning AIDS
being disclosed, we are conditioned
to feel sympathy evoked by the media
for such "heroes" like Rock Hudson
and Freddie Mercury, who paid the
price for their amoral lifestyles.
The heroes should be people like
Bergalis, who with her remaining
strength, campaigned on behalf of the
American people that the truth be
made known about the AIDS virus.

LU Forum
No type of music can excuse immoral behavior

Mothers should take full
responsibilty for children
age they inflict upon themselves.
Every snort of cocaine, drag of mariBy ALLISON BROPHY
juana and pill they swallow goes diChampion Reporter
The problems the unborn must face rectly into the systems of the fragile
today are steadily growing as the babies growing inside of them.
If these addicted women were to
perversity of man becomes unrestrained. Safeness and sanctity no kill or injure another human being
longer exist in thefirststages of life. while on drugs, they would surely
Children are being born addicted to receive some punishment. But these
mothers who give birth totiny,often
drugs and alcohol.
premature
drug-addicted children
The possibility is great that one of
hardly
receive
a slap on the wrist.
these precious human beings could be
Everyone's
heart bleeds for the
ripped out of the womb by heartless
mother
who
is
tragically addicted to
methods and desensitized doctors who
drugs
and
whose
life is ruined, But
swore to preserve life.
the
baby
who
never
chose drugs and
To Christians and others who value
will
probably
never
get to choose a
unborn children, this is the biggest
normal
life
is
forgotten.
holocaust in human history. Infants
These addicted babies are bom with
addicted to crack and alcohol is a
many
of the same side effects of an
rising problem.
adultaddict.
Imagine how much more
On cigarette cartons and bottles of
harmful
the
drugs are to these little
alcohol the Surgeon General states,
babies.
They
lay in incubators, dis"Use of these substances may comcolored
and
deformed,
shaking and
plicate pregnancy and cause fetal damvomitting,
damaged
beyond
repair.
age."
Some
of
them
are
no
larger
than a
Still there are women whocontinue
human
hand.
If
they
do
survive
a
to use these substances and expect
couple
of
weeks,
the
life
that
follows
their babies to be born perfectly
is one full of painful rehabilitation
healthy.
And there are women who are ad- and adjustments. It is sickening that
dicted to hard drugs that get pregnant. these unknowing children must deal
Maybe they don't realize it, or maybe with something as horrible as drug
they're too stoned to care, but the abuse.
damage they dototheir unborn child These women are still fully responis even more extensive than the dam- sible in God's eyes for the well-being

of the children they are carrying. The
responsibility is even greater while
the child is still in the womb during
the vital development time that determines a person's life. It is all in the
woman's hands, and the child has no
voice.
Women who give birth to drugaddicted babies should be punished to
the full extentof the law. Yetthereare
no laws that apply to such women.
The laws concerning the unborn
often insinuate that fetuses are not
people until three, four or five months
after pregnancy and therefore do not
have to be treated as such.
Where do we draw the line? Is it
okay for these womentokill children
with drugs and alcohol or sentence
themtoa lives of pain and suffering?
All pregnant women should think
before drinking alcohol. Feel before
inhaling. Care before shooting up.
Respect before snorting. Give the
child a chance before popping another pill.
When will the torture of unborn
children end? Perhaps not in this
lifetime.
But be sure that the atrocities will
cease when God bangs His gavel on
the final day of judgement. Finally
the children will be safetorun through
a field of daisies in a paradise that
only condones life.

Editor:
I'm writing in response to the article by Jennifer Kelly. In this article
she opposes Christian heavy metal
music.
First I think she needs to do a little
research about the Christian bands
themselves before she starts pointing
her finger and judging. The Bible
warns us about this in Matthew 7:1.
In her article she stated that most
people cannot understand the words.
This is why the lyrics are enclosed
inside the cover of the album. Most
people who doenjoy this typeof music
can decipher the lyrics easily.
Can someone who has never heard
opera before, go to a concert and
understand the words to the song? I
doubt it, but does this make it wrong?
Of course not.
I don't think that lyrics are the biggest issue here, but just to set the word
straight, most Christian metal bands
proclaim Christian messages far
more boldly than other artists in various categories of the Christian music

Christian metal does
not express abuse
Editor:
I am responding to the article in the
September 9, issue opposing Christian metal msic.
This was just another article in
which a "writer" attacked Christian
music with little or no supporttoback
herself up. Miss Kelly's main basis
that Christian metal is no different
from secular metal was from a section
in The Transformer Bible, a Bible
put out by Jay Strack.
Part of the section said, "Rhythm
affects the physical drives and when
abused, arouses sensuality and distraction. Harmony affects the psychological drives and when abused,
causes confusion and rebellion."
From there Miss Kelly basically
said that Christian metal is not of
God. However, Miss Kelly did not
seem to notice three key words from
the section that she took from The
Transformer Bible.
The section said that rhythm and
harmony affect you in one way or
another, and when abused, cause
problems in your life.
Christian music artists do not abuse
the music which God has allowed
them to use to reach a lost world.
Satan, through many secular artists,
has abused and distorted music so that
it is no longer what God meant ittobe.
Andy Pederson

industry.
Secondly these bands are not doing
whattheydoformoney. Thereisvery
little;financialgain in this business.
Many bands have ceased to exist because they weren't making enough
moneytosupport their families. Their
ministry is a ministry of sacrifice, and
they give of themselves more than
most Christians I know.
Making the records and concerts
are only a small part of what the bands
actually do. Most of their time is
spent out in the streets witnessing to
and counseling kids who have come
to them for help orrespondingto fan
mail they receive. The little time they
have remaining is spent with their
families.
The third andfinalissue is the music
itself. Music is amoral. Has she
forgotten what she learned in music
appreciation? In answer to her question of whether the music minus the
words is any different than secular
heavy metal, I would say no, there is
little difference.

But is the music of DC Talk, Kim
Boyce or Truth any different than
that of theirsecular counterparts? No,
thereisn't These groupsaren'tbeing
attacked, but they are doing the same
thing as Guardian, Holy Soldier and
Deliverance. The difference is simply the style of music. The thundering drums and crunching guitars are
indeed more stirring than a piano or
keyboard, but they don't cause a
person to sin. A person chooses on
his own to sin.
The kind of music one listens to is
a lame excuse for any type of immoral behavior.
In closing, I hope I have cleared up
a few things. The final test for something is the Word of God. The Bible
says, "By theirfruits,ye shall know
them."
Many have come to know Christ
through the ministry of these bands.
Is this good fruit or bad? If you said
bad, then you are not on the Lord's
side.
Tom Larson

Babysitting tends to be offensive
Editor:
Within five minutes of our arrival
at the library, my friends and I were
approached twice by two different
RA's and were asked to be quiet.
The simple unpacking of our books
and settling did not by any means
create excessive noise or distraction.
The library RA's are now, as we
observe, walking up and down the
aislesresemblingthe Gestapo, speaking with any student who so much as
sneezes too loudly. This is ridiculous.
It is clearly understood that the library is not a place for social gather-

ing, but neither is it a high school
study hall.
We are not in high school, and we
should not be treated as high schoolers. I am insulted that someone feels
we need guard dogs watching our
every move.
Library RA's are important as facilitators of an orderly library.
However it is completely unnecessary to have them watching college
students who are in the library to
study, as if they were babysitting fiveyear-old children in a day care center.
Brandy Geisler

Champion apologizes for error
Editor:
Just a note to let you know that the prominence given the article relative
to the Career Center is much appreciated. However I must express my deep
concern over an error in the article.
Ms. (Shelley) Seibert is COORDINATOR of the Career Center and in
fact, has no secretary. Ms. Seibert runs the entire operation with part-lime
help and Christian Service student workers.
In fact 1 have been attempting to obtain a full-time secretary for her. May
I strongly suggest that in the future your reporter make it a specific point to
obtain the correct title of those she interviews to prevent such mistakes.
Thank you for your attention to this matter and also, thanks again for
giving it prime coverage.
Dr. Pauline Donaldson

The editorial board apologizes for the error and will
make every effort to ensure accuracy in The
Champion.

>
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Life
Tim Pierce

Credit card
survival is
tough stuff
Make no mistake about it. Credit
cards are dangerous property unless they are used properly.
For some using plastic money is
the only way they make purchases
—even if they don't have means to
pay for them. Credit purchases add
up and often override monthly income.
However there is help for those
who have fallen into this category.
It's called financial management.
Financial management is not a
term that only financial consultants
use. It's a term everyone should
know, especially if they have a
tendency to overspend in the hopes
that the money will be in the bank to
pay the bill the following month.
Don't kid yourself. Without strict
management, your money will be
spent on anything and everything
forcing you to live from paycheck
to paycheck.
Financial management can be
done by every individual without
the help of a consultant. For those
who already have a negative balance sheet, hiring a financial consultant may be the best thing to do.
But those who haven't gotten
trapped yet, remember this:
• Don't use credit on the expectation that your income will increase
in the future. Until you have the
raise in hand, you don't have it.
• Don't take cash advances on
one credit card to pay off bills on
another. By taking from one to pay
on another, you'll go deeper into
debt in the long run.
• Don't throw away purchase receipts. Keep an accurate record of
all purchases, so you will know
exactly how much was spent on a
particular item or service.
• Don't own several credit cards
so that you can feel richer. If you
have several cards that are not used,
you still have to pay annual dues
Also, having a large line of revolving credit can make mortgage and
automobile finance companies nervous as you could incur a debt of
525,000 within a few days or even
a few hours.
• Don't pay only the minimum
payment. You must pay more than
the minimum to get a credit card
paid off. The monthly charges on a
credit card are often more than the
minimum payment. If it's possible,
pay the entire balance monthly. In
this case, there are no charges except the total outstanding balance
on the card.
• Don't lake every credit card that
comes in the mail. Today credit
card companies are extending lines
of credit to everyone before they
even apply. Shop around for the
best credit card for your particular
needs.
• Don't take a credit card from an
unknown company before checking it out first with the Better Business Bureau in the city where the
company is located. Be sure it is
legitimate.
• Don't ignore your credit-card
company. If you have a late payment, call them to explain what the
problem is and when they can expect a payment. If you work with
them, they will work with you.
Ignoring their calls will putadamper
on your credit rating.
The National Foundation for Consumer Credit offers credit-card help
and can answer questions concerning credit-related problems. More
information can be obtained by
writing to NFCC at 8701 Georgia
Ave., Suite 601, Silver Spring, Md.
20910.
Editor's Note: Upon receiving
inquiries regarding how a person can contact the Better Business Bureau in a city outside of
their residence, I oiler the following information:
To contact a BBB office in a city
or slate where you do not reside,
check the phone book for the area
code of the cily for which you wish
to call. Then dial ihe area code plus
555-1212. This is a national information telephone number. Ask for
the number of die BBB office in
lhal cily.
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Local teacher uses innovative ideas
By BRANDIBARNUM
Opinion Editor

One enthusiastic teacher has made
science fiction a reality in the classroom, and his creativity helped him
win the 1993 Lynchburg "Teacher of
the Year Award."
Greg Sullivan, an industrial arts
teacher at Dunbar Middle School, has
taken on a challenge that many educators dare not attempt, starting a
technology education program in the
inner-city school.
Sullivan was selected to serve as
Virginia's Region-Five teacher of the
year in July. He will compete for
teacher of the year on a state level in
October.
Sullivan isn't sure why he was
chosen to be teacher of the year.
"All I know is that I work hard at
my job and try to do the best I can," he
said. "Ihopelcanbeanadequaterepresentative of this district and maybe
the state."
He has spent his evenings and
weekends remodeling and restructuring the school's technology lab. In
addition to modernizing the lab, he
has also solicited equipment and cooperation from local businesses.
This innovative teacher has built
individual stations where students can
gain hands-on experience in areas
such as bridge engineering, problem
solving, rocket technology, materials processing, screen printing, flight

the technology lab.
"We knew we
had a good thing
going, and we
didn't hesitate to
go out and make it
happen," Sullivan
said.
The lab, required
for sixth graders, is
an elective for seventh and eight
graders and has
taken the place of
the previous industrial arts lab.
"More girls are
taking the lab and
developing a real
interest," he said.
"It's not just a
stereotypical
'shop' class for
photo by Mark Parsons
greaser boys anyGreg Sullivan, an industrial arts teacher at Dunbar Middle School, used his creative more. We are techmind to develop a laboratory to help students learn about today's innovative technology. nologically based
now."
Sullivan feels that the greatest reward
technology, systems and controls, ogy, as well as fiber optics.
computer programming, electronic
The curriculum for each of these as a teacher is being able to see the
technology and desktop publishing.
subjects was written by Sullivan, other students be successful and learn someCurrendy, he is developing a more middle school teachers and local thing that they will be able to use later
advanced technology lab that will business personnel from companies in life.
include some of the same subjects on such as G.E., B&W and Galileo.
"I like to be able to prime a suca higher level such as robotics techSullivan has received a "fantiastic cess," Sullivan said. "I like to nurture
nology, hydraulics, power and en- response." He said that businesses the kids along and say you did a good
ergy, drafting communication, sen- have generously donated curriculum, job."
sor, research, and car design technol- time, money and equipment to build
Robert Dozier, director for School

and Community Relations forthe Lynchburg schools and friend and neighbor of Sullivan said, "Greg's enthusiasm has spilled over to help the program grow."
In fact, because of Sullivan's dedication and willingness to get the job
done, the technology program is to be
implemented in other area middle
schools sometime within the next year.
"I just try to survive," Sullivan said.
"I don't think of myself as an outstanding teacher."
Sullivan believes that although
teaching is made up of numerous different strategies and techniques, hard
work and dedication are the most important aspects to remember for those
who are interested in a career in
teaching.
His ultimate goal is to become a
university education professor; however, he said, "I am having a great
timerightwhere I am. I am making
in-roads and enjoying it."
As a seasoned professional, Sullivan gave some advice to future teachers: Work hard and realize that there
is no secret formula.
"It is the teachers that are dedicated
to working hard and reaching kids
that are the movers and the shakers,"
he said. "The average teacher spends
at least $100 out of their own pocket
to buy materials. That's what teaching is all about — reaching kids and
making a difference in their lives."

Personal computers open doors for entrepreneurs
D.. T i l l DICD/^C

By TIM PIERCE
City News Editor

Desktop publishing has forever changed the
way people run their businesses and personal
lives, according to Rodney Davidson, an independent computer consultant.
The personal computer, particularly the
Macintosh version, has opened up
windows of opportunity for individuals to turn their tabletops into
lucrative businesses. Prior to the
conception of desktop publishing
software, writers, designers, typographers, paste-up artists and pressmen were needed to produce a
simple brochure or newsletter.
Today, desktop publishing software enables
businesses and individuals to produce everything from letterheads to 200-page books with
full color graphics. Small desktop publishing
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businesses
are shooting
up all
over .1the nation,
providing services such as business card design,
letterhead design, brochure and newsletter design, advertising design and often writing.
These types of services consist of meeting
with clients to discuss design, graphics, color,
typographical elements and cost Then the desktop publisher takes the information
given by the client and produces a
camera-ready copy of the project.
Some may carry the project all the
way through the printing process
and delivery.
The desktop publisher receives
either a flat-rate or an hourly fee.
"Publishers should work on an hourly fee to
diminish possible loss of money on the project,"
Davidson said. "Working on a flat-rate may
cause problems because some clients are impossible to satisfy, and the more time a person
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FOR SALE: Wedding gown fits
6-16. Sleeveless, ruffled lace collar, matching train and veil $200.
Call anytime 525-3178.

By TIM PIERCE

can help make somebody smile," is
the aim of the United Way.
The United Way of Central VirBetty Proffitt, B & W Nuclear
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
ginia held its annual Pacesetter cam- Technologies public relations staff
paign Thursday, announcing it had member and United Way volunteer EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long S ASE to:
surpassed the $1 million goal set for for 12 years said, "I think we should Country Living Shoppers, Dept. m3,
26 local companies.
look on the United Way as an insur- P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
Pacesetter companies have raised ance policy because you never know 70727
34 percent of the total goal in Central when tragedy will strike."
Virginia, and local communities are
Proffitt's son, Wayne, was in a
C L U B S
encouraged to add to that in an effort diving accident this past summer,
RAISE A COOL
to meet the 1992 total goal.
leaving him paralyzed from the chest
Campaign Chairman Chip Mason down. The United Way has been a
$1000
said, "A responsive community makes financial support for him and his
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
a more caring community."
family.
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
Ricketts said, "United Way volunThis year's overall goal is
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
$3,033,553. United Way of America teers aim to serve those in need in the
No obligation. No cost.
officials said the goal is going to be community."
You also get a FREE
hard to reach because of the scandal
Anyone interested in becoming a
HEADPHONE RADIO
in top management earlier this year United Way volunteer can contact
just for calling
even though the organization has the Lynchburg office at 846-8467.
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
undergone an extensive restructuring
program during the last several
months.
Charles L. Ricketts, III, vice-president of The United Way of Virginia,
said that the organization has set two
goals to assure that the restructuring
program is successful: First, enhancing local United Way involvement
and second, improving control and
accountability to counteract past problems.
The 1992 campaign slogan, "You
"The Management doesn't just rent you an
apartment...they care about you!"
-Scott Walters, Old Mill Resident

City News Editor

Good Things
are Going on
at OLD MILL

Calendar

c-

room in their home and are able to write off a
percentage of the expenditures on their tax return.
For example, a percentage of electric bills,
phone bills, automobile mileage, fuel and other
business-related expenses can be deducted at
the end of the year.
"The average start-up cost for a small desktop
publishing business is approximately $15,000
to $20,000," Davidson said. "This figure includes a computer, laser printer, scanner and
word processing and design programs such as
Word Perfect or Microsoft Word, PageMaker
4.0, QuarkXPress or Ventura Publisher."
More information on desktop publishing may
be obtained by subscribing to Publish, PC
World or Mac World magazines. Information
on newsletter publishing is available by writing
to The Newsletter Association, 1401 Wilson
Blvd., Suite 403, Arlington, VA 22209.

r.

United Way kicks off
Pacesetter campaign

Introduction to Computers
A free two-hour seminar
demonstrating the basic operations of computers will be
hosted by The Lynchburg
Regional Small Business De- j
velopment Center on Thursday Sept. 24, 7-9 p.m. at the
Business Enterprise Center
on Mill Ridge Road. Pre-registrationis required. Call 5826170.

J».,

spends on a project, the less profit he or she will
make."
Some desktop publishers produce their own
monthly newsletters or informative booklets
for people who are interested in finding information on a specialized topic. They may hire a
writer who is capable of editing and a photographer who is capable of developing photos.
The three make up a mini-publishing firm.
More than 18,000 for-profit newsletters are
being published today, according to The Newsletter Association.
Davidson said, "The need for specialized
knowledge is ever-increasing and desktop
publishers are providing that knowledge through
specialized newsletters."
If the desktop publisher is capable of doing
the writing, editing, photography, design and
paste-up, then overhead expenses are minimal.
Small publishers normally work out of a spare
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THE ONE VISIT TAN
IT'S HERE!
THE ULTRA TAN:
Tan in one visit
One visit equals eight bed visits
NO BURNING
WE GUARANTEE MORE TAN IN LESS TIME!!!
Also:
Wolff Beds
Sun Column

A. J. Tanning

2486 Rivermont Avenue • 846-6901
1/2 Block from Randolf Macon Woman's College

'ffit your eyes in fashion

20% 0OFF
Student and Faculty
Discount

"Quiet, convenient and comfortable!"
-Linwood Campbell, Old Mill Resident

run

,x

HOURS

Mill Stream Lane
Lynchburg, Va * (804)237-2901

McBride-Blackburn
Opticians
2154-B Wards Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502
(804) 239-3748
Next door to Subway
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Liberty grad sets both physical, spiritual goals
By REBECCA DELLINGER
Special to the Champion

"Major on issues that change your life," is a
philosophy that has worked for Rodney
Delmonico, head baseball coach of the University of Tennessee. The former Liberty
student advised undergraduates to get as
much as they can academically, physically
and spiritually.
"Take opportunities now because they go
by so quickly," Delmonico stated.
Delmonico, a 34-year-old, 1980 graduate
from Liberty, obtained a bachelor's degree in
physical education and a minor in secondary
education.
Delmonico, who received the Eagle Award
from the University of Tennessee last year,
chose Liberty without ever visiting the campus because he desired a Christian school with
a good athletic program.
'Times were tough for the school when I
was there. I lived in the Ramada Inn for a year
and a half because there wasn't a campus," he
said.

Delmonico overcame the inconveniences coach and head assistant coach at Florida
though, without trying to "beat the system." State University, the program at the UniverHe maintained a positive outlook.
sity of Tennessee was a challenging career
Playing baseball for Liberty under Al move.
Worthington' s leadership proved to be a great
"Patience has been the hardest thing I've
influence in his
mmmmmmmmmm^ammmmm mmmm—mmmmm—mmmmmmmm h a d tO l c i i m . I
life.
want it done
"The disci- "The discipline, spiritual boosts yesterday, and
pline, spiritual and consistency were the char- when you are
trying to rebuild
boosts and consistency were acter building spiritual aspects a program, it just
character buildof the school that I enjoyed. doesn't happen
that way,"
ing aspects of
—Rodney Delmonico Delmonico said.
the school that
Delmonico
I appreciated,"
^mmmm_______>__ _____ - ________^_
has
definite
Delmonico
said.
goals for his team which include building a
"When I think of Rev. Jerry Falwell and the top-10 program and being nationally comobstacles he overcame in his life, a few rules petitive. A College World Series championand regulations seem minor," Delmonico said. ship is not far from his thoughts either.
Delmonico experienced obstacles in his
Delmonico is not concerned merely with
own career when he inherited the worstF.C.C. his players' performance on thefieldhowever, but their contribution to life as total,
baseball program in the fall of 1989.
After working for six years as assistant well-balanced athletes is also vital to him.

•

One way he does this is by taking the team
to area high schools and Fellowship of Christian Athletes meetings to speak out against alcohol and drug abuse. This year the players
are sponsoring a 5K run to create awareness
among high school students.
Delmonico's goals are not only profesWfr*^^ \
*^f^
sional but also personal.
"I want to be the best husband and dad I can
be to my family because I know God has
placed me here for a reason," he said.
Delmonico is married and has three boys ages
five-years-old, three-years-old and six-weeksold.
In addition to his other achievements,
1
Delmonico published a book this year entitled "Hit and Run Baseball." which is a
^
coaching clinic in aggressive baseball offense.
The book shows baseball players how to
\
"make things happen at bat or on base" by
Rodney
Delmonico
emphasizing basic skills and combining them
Liberty graduate
with advanced insights.
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Time changes views of parents, self

Photo courtesy of SELAH

Hearing impaired students sign choruses during a Wednesday evening service in the multi-purpose building.

Deaf students adapt
to environment at LU
By AMY P. MORRIS
Champion reporter

When Bonnie Tubbsfirstarrived
on the Liberty University, she had to
adjust'to the same college experiences everybody else did: dorm
life, Marriott food and PE at 6:30
a.m. But Tubbs also has learned to
adjust to something that the majority of students don't have to worry
about. She is deaf.
To be placed into an environment where nearly everyone else
can hear has proved a real challenge
to her. "It's a different culture,"
Tubbs stated.
The deaf communicate by using
ASL (American Sign Language), a
shortened form of English. For example, instead of saying, "I am going
to the store," they sign, "I store."
"It gets the point across, and you
can sign faster than you can speak,"
Tammy Taylor, a deaf interpreter,
said. 'The types of communication
are also different. With the hearing,
it's voice inflection. With the deaf,
it's body language. Facial expressions are also a big thing."
Cindy Holding, a junior who is
also deaf, commented that "sometimes it's hard to communicate with
others." She is more comfortable
with the hearing if they know sign

language, and right now she's in the
process of teaching her roommate
how to sign.
Tubbs and Holding are grateful
for some of the technology available to them such as the Relay Service Center.
With this device a deaf person can
call a hearing person and the operator can translate. The TDD (Telecommunications Device for the
Deaf) allows two deaf people to
hook up to their phones and "talk"
to each other through a keyboard.
Tubbs also attends the Deaf Club
and hand's group where deaf and
hearing young people gather for fellowship.
Both girls think blinking telephones and door lights would benefit them in the dorm and that the TV
station should offer open-captioned
programs.
Holding understands how some
hearing people might feel uncomfortable talking to the deaf. Her
advice to them is, "Just say 'hi.' A
friendly wave is universal."
Karin Godshall, Holding's roommate, stated, "I have learned that
deaf people aren't different from
anyone else. Yes, there are barriers
of communication to overcome, but
it is well worth it to make the effort."

Have you ever echoed the exact
parental questions you so utterly
detested hearing yourself? Truly,
there is nothing more wonderfully
frightening than the notion of transforming into your own parents.
Last week I decided to call my little
sister Sharon for a friendly talk.
Actually, it's more accurate to say
my younger sister, since she's 18and
stands two inches taller than myself
on a good hair day.
Sharon graduated from high school
last year and attends a Christian college in Taccoa Falls, Ga. She's taking biology and college algebra —
two classes no Hart has ever taken in
the same semester for GPA purposes.
Through the world's eyes, she's
nearly a grown-up. To an older
brother, however, she's the fouryear-old who fell in the mall's indoor
fountain trying to get those shiny
pennies "people kept throwing
away."
"Hello?" rolled the distinctly southem accent of Sharon's roommate.

So how are you doing? For some
people, this question means, "All I
David
really want is a one-word answer
Hart
such as 'fine' or 'good'." Yet, I've
always preferred the "I don't care if
Feature Editor
this is long distance, I want you to tell
Hart of the Matter
me what you're really feeling" ap"May I speak to Sharon?" I asked proach. (Girls, you know what I'm
cheerfully. "This is her brother talking about).
David."
Do you get along with your roomFor a split second, I felt the tinge of mate? Technically, all this question
nervousness my parents must have requires is a simple yes or no answer,
felt thefirsttime they called me at col- but I wanted to know more. What is
lege.
she like? As a writer and curious
"David?!" Sharon squealed with older brother however, I wanted adexcitement. "I'm so glad you called jectives — and lots of them. Nice?
me! I was just about to walk out the Neat? Intelligent? Interested in longdistance dating relationship with a
door."
We shot partial sentences back and redhead? (Just kidding).
forth. Bursts of laughter punctuated
How are your classes? Normally,
each other's thoughts. And then it this question solicits a typical teenhappened.
ager answer such as "hard," "easy,"
Frighteningly familiar questions or "what classes?" Yet, I'm the one
emerged. They were the questions who always turned off Sharon's bedeveryone asked me upon my arrival at room light when she fell asleep on
college and the ones I now instinc- open textbooks. She could tell me
tively asked Sharon . . .
the truth (I usually know it anyway).

The big date is over: Now what happens?
Being a guy can be tedious.
Girls, understand what we go
through when the date is over. We
have to decide on what to say standing at your door, how long we will
stand at your door, the way we stand
at your door and countless other
things.
Take a look at what a guy goes
through when he takes a girl back to
her dorm following a date.
The flow chart will best suit the
needs of this study. Guys, observe
closely ,and girls, please sympathize.
The process begins once the guy
reaches the edge of the girl's dorm.
They both stop walking, and now the
guy makes his decisions.
Every guy puts his hands in his
pockets. This usually involves both
hands in both front pockets but there
are other combinations:
a) one hand in the front pocket
b) one hand in the back pocket
c) both hands in back pockets
d) thumbs through the front belt

John
Scott
Staff Columnist

That is so True
loops (that is, if you still watch
Bonanza)
e) one hand in the front and one
in the back (rarely)
Next, the guy stands there and initiates the goodbye scenario. This involves a phrase beginning with
"Well...." He could say, "Well,... I
hope you had a good time" or "Well
... I hope you got enough to eat" (a
really dumb thing to say).
After the response to the "well"
statement, the guy must answer a definitive question: Am I going to stand
here for a long time, or for a short
time? If the answer is the latter, he
must say a closing sentence like "I'll
see you later" and then walk back to

Answers Please

By Brian Pratt

his dorm or car. If he decides to take
GUYS GO THROUGH
i IfI- WHAT
IAKING A mHI_ HACK
a little longer, he goes into the next
FHOMAUATE~
imm.
segment.
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I
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The guy now slowly kicks the
ground. This is very hard to explain I l l I llC START
IPPPPPPP
HANDS IN POCKET
— you really need to see it. This is
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a motion he does with his head looki lilllil
ing straight down and in a forward
lii
iiiiHi
motion scraping the front of his shoe
on the ground. His hands are still in
his pockets.
Another question arises: Am I
going to ask this girl out again soon?
If the answer is no, he says his closing statement then goes back to the
car as before. If the answer is affirmative, he now has to reach for a foreign
object, usually a small leaf from a
shrub. The guy now rips it into tiny
pieces.
Since he does want to ask the girl
out again, he needs to leave the conversation line open. He will then
usually say, "I'll call you" before Mm
i liil
going back to his car.
li'iii
Girls, please understand our side.
ill! I l l j f
STOP
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What is your idea of relaxation?
"Watching a
good game of
basketball."

Dayna Christiansen
West Millford, N.J.

Michelle Robb
Vestell, N.Y.

Vinnie Guera
Blacksburg, Va.

"Just going to
sleep."

"Brushing my
hair and painting my nails."

"Driving
through the
country and
listening to
music.
Shannon Coddy
Medway, Mass.

"Just lying in
my room and
listening to
some mellow
music.

Beth G renter
Millbury, Mass.

John Kandres
Salem, N.H.
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Donita Carson teaches
Women of Excellence
it

"Lying on the
beach all day
with the hot
sun and a
cool breeze."

Part of me wondered if she thought
my questions as trite as I once did.
The other part however, remembered
only answers and the warmth with
which they were given.
As college students, we love to
assert our independence. We love to
refine our individuality and slowly
break free from our family ties.
In group settings, we even swap
humorous stories of our overprotective parents and vow that we' 11 "never
be like that when we get older."
Yet we fail to realize two very
important things: 1) we're already
older, and 2) we'll do it whether we
want to or not.
This may sound odd, but perhaps
we're frightened about the wrong
thing entirely.
Perhaps we should be more fearful
of not becoming like our parents than
of never becoming like them.
Granted, it is a wonderfully frightening transition.
But I'm truly thankful . . . for my
sake and Sharon's.

it

ByLAURITEVEPAUGH
Ruth's strong character. One way she
Champion Reporter
hopes to do this is by teaching the
"Becoming a Woman of Excel- women how to set their priorities and
lence" is a new Sunday School class keep them in order. But more than
being taught by
teaching, Carson
Donita Carson, adwants to share with
ministrative coordithe girls and provide
nator of the LU
a comfortable atSchool of Business
mosphere for the
and Government.
girls to share as well.
The class is designed
Carson wants the
to discover the true
women to know that
meaning of excelshe is available to
lence.
talk to them on a perThe class is titled
sonal basis.
after the book of the
The girls which
same name written by Donita Carson
choose to attend
Cynthia Heald. She was prompted to should be serious about achieving
write the book after reading about God's desires for their lives. "The
Ruth in the Bible and realizing how class is an entire semesterof commitstrong of a woman Ruth actually was. ment. It is not a class in which one
"She had to prove herself... she had can fade in and out," Carson said.
to go above and beyond. People with
The class consists of singing chothis kind of character are what the ruses, presenting of voluntary speworld is lacking today," Carson said. cial music and teaching. The class
Carson's goal is to instill in women meets in Demoss Hall 118.
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Praise the Lord continually!
"I will bless the Lord at all times:
his praise shall continually be in my
mouth (Ps. 34:1)."
Being a Christian is not a bed of
roses. Don't be fooled. You will have
to go through trials, tribulations, and
temptations. You will be confronted
with a multitude of difficulties that
seem to bind you down in a black,
bottomless pit.
Death of a loved one, sickness,
repeated sins, crushed plans, and
similar trials can all make any child of
God crumble and lose his or her faith.
Yet when all seems to be against
you; when sin seems to have chains
on you; when Satan seems to have unleashed all of his wicked plans on
you, praise the Lord.
In Acts 16:22-35, the story of Paul
and Silas in a Philippi jail triumphantly reveals how we are to live in
the face of trials and difficulties.
Both of them had been beaten severely, were cast into the darkest and
toughest part of a prison and were
bound tightly with chains around their
feet.
However, they did not cry and
grumble about their situation. Scrip-

Nelson
I Chapman
Stall Columnist

BESIDE STILL WATERS

ture says that "at midnight Paul and
Silas prayed, and sang praises unto
God: and the prisoners heard them.
And suddenly there was a great earthquake, so that the foundations of the
prison were shaken: and immediately
all the doors were opened, and every
one's bands were loosed (Acts 16:2526)."
Classes giving you a hard time?
Are your worries and problems
drowning you? Did you get bad news
from home? Just praise the Lord.
Now you may be perplexed by the
above statement, but let's look at why
we should praise the Lord in a through
all situations.
First, the Lord wants us to praise
Him no matter what at all times (Ps.
34:1). Praising Jesus should not be
viewed or done in a mandatory attitude, but as a natural part of your life
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Back to the 50s
'I'

in Him. The Lord wants us to truly
magnify Him from our hearts, notour
lips. Praise must be a part of your
daily life.
Well, the first reason given for
praise is what introduces Ihe second
reason. When you praise the Lord in
all situations your mind focuses on
Him and not on your problems.
You sec, when you praise God in
all situations, no matter what, your
mind no longer focuses on the immediate problems that encompass you,
but on the majesty of God.
Praising the Lord causes all your
mind's worries to disappear when
you dwell upon the goodness of the
Father.
The wonderful fact about praising
Jesus is that when you do so, you see
how beautiful He is. When you see
how beautiful He is, you want to
know Him even more. When you
know Him even more, you want to
praise Him more.
The praise of God just continues to
naturally flow from your heart.
Therefore, let praise flow from our
hearts to the God of our salvation
continually!

m i , if -.... .11 . r

Pony talis, poodle
skirts, leather jackets
and white socks were
the dress code for "50's
Night" last Friday at
David's Place.
Sophomores Michelle
Riffe and Linda Simmons {left) enjoy the
25-cent Cokes while
freshman Steven Black
(below) tested his skill
in the limbo contest

Hong Kong trip humbles LU student
to show me how much I have and yet He has given me the Bible to show me
Editor's Note: This is the second see my own need for an inner joy. how to live. Outside of these boundaof a three-part series written dur- The kind that only comes from a ries I have found pleasure for a short
ing a missions trip to Hong Kong. closer walk with Jesus.
time but pain that lasts longer! Only
I've often struggled with appear- Jesus can heal these hurts. Now I
Saturday, May 16,1992
The Hong Kong train would soon ances in the past—both physical and must relay mis message through an
be taking us unto China with our spiritual. It dawned on me that, just interpreter. I hope these children
Bibles. The missionary leading us, as girls wear too much make-up, understand."
I was reminded of the importance
Penny, told us how she depends on people like to put on a spiritual mask.
prayer for everything including how Funny how people are always more of child-like faith as these kids responded to the gospel invitation with
to dress and how to hide the Bibles. beautiful when they're natural.
I wanted to let my barriers down. I a multitude of raised hands. I wrote
There are no guarantees of crossing
the border with a hundred percent stopped being so concerned about my this poem on the train back from
outw^sppearance; whether m> China on our fourth trip.
success.
China is a different world alto- make-up was perfect, or if my hnir Restless heart,
gether. As the train covers the land,'"; was right, or if 1 had too many zus, or
Where have yoa been?
the scenery has changed from a tfihadtolose a few pounds. God was
You search for answers,
wealthy city to fatttt0ai and small softening my heart
A home and ajfriend.
dirty towns. W&;have crossed the
Today was oiir first concert. The Restless heart,
boarder. The fact that I ajm^m^ia.;,;;'' kids were awesome to talk to. UsuYou have taken me far;
communist country did not ibecome ally, Chinese kids are very reserved
But He pulls me home,
real to me until I stepped off the tram. A. and shy, but after the singing and
into the arms of Jesus.
Up to thispdintourJobihasbeeneasy. message, 44 kids accepted Chrisu
The heart pf China's cry is for freeI prayed with Sharron and Melissa They hugged us and told us how dom, freedom to live and experience
that God would protect us with His much they loved us. The laughed and: a life beyond the hardships and the
angels.
cned withmWe gaveour names and rMirt. But in my own freedom I have
I climbed off the train arul lieaded;;: ;L:8ddresseij to many of them; I don't abused my liberties arid gone beyond
toward customs # t h CftiRS, He was know why I waited so long (o let limitations, My country is doing the
calm and directedus to a less suspi- • :$pwn my jfearrfers and giyelfctQ Ihe same.
cious line away from :our::group. I JLord'*'" •'* '
Liberty
walked easily through the entrance, Wednesday, May 20,1992
She is a tarnished statue
past health and up to the scanner. I
We performed a concert twice at A symbol of purity slowly eroding.
placed my bag on the belt at an angle the same school today. I was asked to Her people have not care for her;
so fewer books would be seen. To my give my testimony. As I waited I She has become a tourist's spot
left I saw several from my group had wrote:
to be trampled and beaten.
been pulled aside. I started shaking.
"I wait, giving to the Lord my While her people abuse her
The Chinese faces did not look happy. words. He knows my life and the She loves them always the same,
They had found our Bibles.
struggles I have been through. Every But takes away their Liberty.
I tried to keep going wanting only time I left his side I got hurt. The
Just as I tell the Chinese to turn to
to get through the double doors, but world is unfair. The only place I am Christ, I must also look to Christ
the guard who checked my passport completely at peace and happy is in myself for freedom from my restless
pulled me aside. My legs shook. the arms of my Saviour who died for heart.
Sharon, Stephanie, and Karen emp- me. The Lord knows I still struggle,
Like a nomad in search of refuge, I
tied their bags. A woman asked Chris but I give my burden to Him. He must find my home in the arms of
and I to do the same.
loves me and wants the best for me. Jesus.
When she turned around Chris
began stuffing Bibles down his pants
after he saw Johnny doing the same.
MONEY
But Chris forgot to roll the bottom of
We can help you find
FOR
his jeans. They carried our bag to
where the stack of Bibles stood. Our
COLLEGE
official left to get a paper. Suddenly
Every Student is Eligible for Financial Aid
*
a Bible smacked the ground at Chris's
• Comprehensive Database—over 200,000 listings represent over $10
feet A woman pointed and started to
billion in private sector financial aid.
giggle, followed by an uproar by the
• Easy To Use- we match up students to awards based on information
other officials. The Bible had fallen
provided including career plans, family heritage, and academic interests.
• Unique Awards-our research department has located scholarships for golf
from Chris's pant leg. They made
caddies,
left-handed students, cheerleaders, non-smokers, and more.
him empty his stash but a few went
•
Guarantee~we
will find at least seven sources of private sector financial
unnoticed.
aid,
or
we
will
refund
your money.
I wanted to cry at the heap of Bibles
For
more
information
and our FREE brochure, please complete and mail
I saw on the floor that would never
the coupon below.
reach the hands of people so hungry
and desperate for the Word. This is
Please send FREE scholarship information to:
not a game we are playing; it is a iName:
•Address:.
spiritual war.
Jcity:
_State:
_Zip:_
Monday, May 18,1992
_Phone:(
)_
'Year
in
School:.
I wept today as I pondered my life
Educational Scholarship Foundation
of passiveness and hollow emotions.
1028 Wright Shop Road
MAIL
TO
My heart wasfinallybroken. I know
Madison Heights,
leigh VA 24572
God brought me here for this reason:

By CYNTHIA L. STROUD

Weekly Crossword
Doggone It ! "
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
27
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47
50
51
54
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
1
2
3
4
5

ACROSS
Dogs' resting spot
Prevent
Dogs' mortal enemies
Press
Ms. Verdugo
M
" God's Uttle
Teacher's manual
DOGGONE FT!
NYC time zone

Ayn

1

ByGenyFrey
2

1
•

3

5

'

14
17

23
27

u

24^

28

1

10

'

••

•
•
•
_

23

33

•"1•

12

13

30

31

32

19

22

26

29

:Tne

11

16

21

•
•

35

36
3«
_ 37
Fountainhead" author
39
40
Urns
41
Right a wrong
42
44
Jet's Mr. Eubank
45
46
Gofers run
DOGGONE IT I
47
48
49
50
53
52
Jules
"
54
55
56
Fortune-telling card
Exist
St
.
French friend
"
61
Plate
"
Mr. Kazan
No In Glasgow
6 African antelope
43 Plan
Bargain events
7 Care for
44 Oklahoma football player
Equipped with weapons
46 Lariat
8 Steno's abbrev.
DOGGONE IT I
9 Cheerleader's word
47 Word with French or
Rips off
10 Sweet melon
Australian
Obit words:PI.
11 Play parts
48 Wander
Perch
49 Part of N.A.
12 Dogs'Mend?
Speak pompously
13 Sun. talks
50 Sum & substance
Trig's cousin
52 Greek portico
Suffix meaning doctrine 19 Chris
53
Hart:US Playwright
21 Mr. Descartes
DOGGONE IT I
55 Turkish title of nobility
24 Lion's pride & joy
Dorothy's dog
56 Word with profit
25 Merchandise
Divisible by 2
57 English social occasion
26 Black
Beau
27
Dale
or
Linda
Seth's son
28 Change the atlas
Dweeb?
29 See ya I
Fragrant floral oil
Eg Baa
58 o SS
30 DOGGONE ITS I
Botanist Gray & others
!•:'•] • • * • •
QDQDQ
31 Bay window
DOWN
TswSlTBii!
32 Studies history
Location
• D inn DDDDO : : • •
34 Yarns
Underground assets
Q O !Q g D D D D D D Q
37 Messenger
D D ! OE3DDD • • 'QE
DOGGONE IT I
38 Poets words
Picnic visitor
an • • • • i
40 Smile scornfully
Supply's antithesis
41 Tiny bit

•
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MONDAY & TUESDAY . . .

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION
DAYS

*

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
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Announces its Association utith
(

Dr. ToddM. Mac'Dozvall

< • ' - ' • •

i

a Liberty University Alumnus 'Dr. Todd Mac'Dozvall is a
1991 Life College School of Chiropractic graduate.
He will be practicing at
3012 forest Hills Circle
'Behind 2900 Old forest %gad
Across from our old location
4 - 16 3 1
Free exam to LU students w/ ID

l

l

little Caesars- (f£) Pizza Pizza!
Two great pizzas! One low price.* Always! Always!

Lynchburg
Crossroads Coruer....237-2222
Memorial Avt\...528-0808
Timbrook Square....239-3333

r

Old Forest Koad....385-6666

Madison Heights
A melon Square....929-0060
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Second-half assault grounds Concord
By SHANNON HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

The Flames offense struggled in
the first half against Concord Saturday night, but strong defensive play
ignited the team to a 26-8 win over the
Mountain Lions.
Defense was the key for LU, as the
Flames did not give up any big plays
to Concord and held them to 157 total
offensive yards. The defensealso held
Concord's leading rusher Chris
Hairston, an 1991 NAIA All-American, to 75 rushing yards on 22 carries.
Hairston rushed for 205 yards and six
touchdowns Sept. 12 against Lees
McRae.
Chris Hadley was Liberty's leading tackier on defense with 11. This
was the second consecutive game in
which Hadley led LU in tackles.
The first touchdown of the
game was the result of the Flames
defense. Defensive back Wayne
Monroe intercepted a pass from
Concord College quarterback Scott
Holden and returned it into the
endzone for a touchdown.
"I think (the interception) was the
turning point of the game," Monroe
said. "After the team started slowly
we knew that we needed a big play to
get us going."
Offensively for the Flames, running backs Matt Council and Adrian
Cherry rushed for a combined total of
129 yards. Cherry led with 88 yards
on the ground.

Running back Scott Thomas, who
injured his hand in the Morgan St.
game, carried the ball only once, on
the opening kick.
Despite injuring an ankle in the
second quarter, LU quarterback
Robbie Justino led the Flames air
attack with 136 yards and one touchdown.
"There were so many aspects in the
game that were inefficient," Flames
Head Coach Sam Rutigliano said.
"But what was good is that we came
out in the second half and made some
big plays."
Liberty received the opening kickoff and started their attack on Concord with a rushing game. But on a
third-down play with four yards to
go, Justino fumbled and then recovered, and LU was forced to punt.
Concord also began their offense
with rushing as Hairston rushed
four times in the Mountain Lions
opening drive for 22 yards. This
set up a 27-yard field goal by
Lance Hildago.
Another LU mistake occurred on
the next drive. This time it cost the
team two points as a bad snap went
over the head of punter Eric Colvard
and into the endzone. Concord was
awarded a safety, and the Mountain
Lions increased the lead over the
Flames to 5-0.
Concord went on to score once
more before the end Of the first quarter on a 35-yardfieldgoal by Hildago.

LU's first points of the game came
when a 26-yard Wes McConnell punt
return and three rushes by Council for
12 yards set up a 40-yardfieldgoal by
Daniel Whitehead. The score put
Liberty on the board for the first time
and left the Mountain Lions with an
8-3 lead.
The final five minutes of the half
were plagued by the errors of both
teams. Liberty and Concord committed two turnovers each during the
span.
The Flames did not turn the game
around until Monroe intercepted the
pass from Concord quarterback Scott
Holden and scored on a 48-yard run
back. Liberty attempted the two-point
conversion but failed, leaving the
score 9-8 in favor of the Flames.
The Liberty offense was motivated
by the defensive touchdown and on
the next play moved the ball 61 yards
in four plays. Justino connected to
Maurice Jones for a 45-yard touchdown. The point-after-attempt extended Liberty's lead to 16-8.
The fourth quarter turned into the
"Adrian Cherry Show" as Cherry
rushed 15 times for 62 yards including a touchdown that came with 9:45
remaining in the game.
Liberty's offense scored one final
time on another 40-yardfieldgoal by
Whitehead.
This was the first contest between
Concord and LU. Concord is ranked
fourth in the nation among all NAIA

photo by Jeff Col*

LU's Adrian Cherry scrambles from Concord State defenders during the Flames 26-8 win
Saturday at LU Stadium. Cherry finished the game with 82 yards rushing and one touchdown.

Intramural
sports here
to serve LU
students

Up next for the Flames will be
North Carolina A&T. The Aggies are
3-0 this season and coming off a 9-3
1991 record.
Liberty leads in the series against
N.C. A&T, 1-0. The Flames defeated
them 45-24 in 1990.

Volleyball team loses
but gains experience
By MIKE GATHMAN

By SHANNON HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

cord) was they relied too much on
schools.
"Concord is a good football team," running the ball; especially on
Rutigliano said. "They are big and Hairston," Rutigliano added.
strong up front (Hairston) is proba"You have to give them credit,"
bly the most exciting running back Justino said. "I think we took them a
we've played against all year.
little too lightly coming into the
"I think one thing that hurt (Con- game."

Sports Editor

The Lady Flames volleyball team
lost 3-2 to the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro last Tuesday
night after gaining a 10-2 lead in the
fourth game which would have given
LU the win.
The Flames lost the first game 1511 but bounced back to win the next
two games 15-10 and 15-12. In the
fourth game the Lady Spartans fought
back from a 10-2 deficit and won 1512, followed by a 15-9 fifth game
victory. The loss dropped LU's record to 6-6 for the season, although no
conference games have been played.
"We sat down as a team and tried to
figure out what happened. Mentally
they let things slide and didn't focus
(after gaining the 10-2 lead)," Head
Coach Chris Fletcher said. "Before
(the fourth game loss) they were smart
and were looking for the blocks when
they hit the ball."
UNC-G gained an early 4-0 lead in
the first game behind the serving of
photo by JaffCott
Melanie Trexler. It wasn't until the
LU's Nicole Nice leaps high for the kill during the Flames end of thefirstgame that LU began to
Tuesday night home loss to UNC-Greensboro 3-2.
work together as a team when they

The Liberty University intramural sports program will kick off
another semester of sports with
beach volleyball, men's and
women's basketball and soccer.
All sports are for the LU students
who do not play on a college level
team for the particular sport. The
program provides a way for the
average student to become involved
in a sporting activity.
There are many sports for students to choose from. With the
increased size of the university, the
program is becoming more competative all the time.
Dr. Roy E. Yarbrough, director
of the intramural sports program,
stressed that the main purpose of
the program is to serve students.
"Student input is very important
to how the program is run,"
Yarbrough said. "We are not a training ground for athletic teams. We
are here for the students."
Yarbrough came to Liberty in
1980. After about three years of
organizing the intramural program,
he and the program became
members of the National Intramural Recreation and Sports Association (NIRSA).
By MIKE GATHMAN
The membership entides the in- Sports Editor
tramural program to receive naThe Liberty men's soccer team
tional recognition among nearly rebounded from a disappointing
5,000 other members. The mem- 3-0 loss to Richmond last Tuesday
bership also allows the program to and defeated the University of
compete in national tournaments.
South Carolina at Aiken 5-1 on
Yarbrough credits his staff for Saturday.
the program's success. Associate
The win improved Liberty's
director Sam Skelton and a group record to 5-1 while dropping USCof LU students comprise the staff. Aiken's record to 0-6. Although
"For part-time, we are very or- Aiken has not won a game this
ganized," Yarbrough said. "I am year, the team is vastly improved
very thankful for my staff and for over past seasons.
the attitude of the participants."
"We've played them three times
Later in the semester the pro- since I have been here, and this is
gram will offer men's, women's definitely the best team that they
and co-recreational tennis, men's have ever had," LU senior Brent
and women's golf, flag football, Ward said.
volleyball, track, table tennis and
James Wright again led the
eight-ball pool.
Flames scoring attack as he netted
The semester will wrap up with
two goals for LU. His second goal
co-recreational volleyball, men's was a perfectly executed bicycle
slam dunk preliminaries and men's kick from 12-yards out to give LU
and women's three-point shot a 4-1 lead.
preliminaries.
Wright received the opportunity
A commitment fee of $20 is to score his third goal of the game
required for all team sport on a penalty kick. However
activities. If the team completes the Aiken's goalie leaped and saved the
season without forfeiting two ball with his hands to deny Wright
scheduled games or officiating the hat trick.
duties, the commitment fee is
The Flames built up a 2-0 lead in
returned to the team.
the first half and never looked back.
For more information about the The team struck three times in the
program, contact the intramural second half to ensure the fifth victory
office at 582-2389. The office is of the year.
located next to Dorm 28.
"We took a 2-0 lead into the half. I

rallied for six points late in the game
but fell short 15-11.
The Flames continued the momentum gained in the last half of the first
game and easily defeated the Spartans 15-10 in the second game. LU
was led by the serving of Robin
Braaten and used a tough defense to
hold off the Spartans near the end of
the game.
In the third game the Flames rallied
behind the serving of Nikki Keznor
and gained an 8-4 advantage after
only two servers. LU kept momentum on its side as the team won 15-12
and took a 2-1 lead in the series.
The Flames had the chance to
win the set in the fourth game
after gaining a 10-2 advantage
behind strong defense led by
Nicole Nice, Kim Lawson and
Tricia Nice.
J ust when it appeared the game was
in control for LU, the Lady Spartans
applied a stronger defense and fought
their way back to win the gamel5-12
with a 13-3 run.
In the fifth and deciding game, the
Lady Spartans used the new found
momentum to jump to a6-2 lead early

in the game, and the Flames never
recovered. UNC-G won the game 159 and the set 3-2.
Although the loss was disappointing for the Lady Flames, Fletcher
hopes to use the game as a learning
tool for the season.
"I hope they understand what they
did wrong and learn from it," Fletcher
said. "I don't think they ever want to
go through that again."
As the non-conference schedule
nears its end, the Lady Flames are
looking to become more consistent
on both offense and defense. Fletcher
is guiding the team in its attempt to
reach a playing peak come conference schedule time.
"We as a team are shooting to peak
during the conference schedule.
I look for everything to click
at the same lime including the
passing game, the offense, the
defense and for us to be comfortable
with reading the other teams we
play," Fletcher said.
The Flames will be in action again
on Friday and Saturday Sept. 25 and
26 at the Radford Invitational. These
will be the first conference games.

Men's soccer wins fifth in 5-1 victory
would say that after thefirst30 minutes, the game was over (for USCAiken)," Ward said.
In addition to Wright's two scores,
Mark Senitz, Matt Sinclair and Eric
Zanakis also chipped in goals during
the winning effort.
The only downside to the game
for LU was when Greg Wheaton
hurt his leg on a pass attempt. After
he kicked the ball, an Aiken
defender cracked Wheaton across
the shins. It was not determined
if there was a break in the shin, but
Wheaton is expected to miss the
next few games.
On Tuesday, the Flames lost to the
University of Richmond 3-0, although
LU outshot the Spiders 20-10.
Liberty outplayed the Spiders in
thefirsthalf but still wound up down
2-0 at the half.
"We could have won the game
easily, but once they scored the second goal, it just look us out of the
game," Ward said. "It's hard when
you know you played better than the
other team, but they just kept catching all the breaks."
The Flames will be in action again
at home on Saturday, Sept. 26 against
Charleston Southern starting at 2 p.m.
On Wednesday, Sept. 30, the Flames
will be in action at Radford University starting at 7 p.m. This will be
LU's first two conference game of
the season.

photo by Brian Pritt

LU junior James Wright struggles for the ball between two Richmond University defenders
during the Flames 3-0 loss on Tuesday at the LU Soccer Complex. On Saturday the Flames
defeated USC-Aiken, 5-1, and Wright scored two goals for LU. The soccer team now has a record
of 5-1 and begins conference action on Saturday at home against Charleston Southern.
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Early success helps football team
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Football Game 4
Preview
1992 Liberty Flames 2-1

Flames football appears to be on
the rebound after a disappointing year
both offensively and defensively in
1991.
In the two wins this season, many
positive plays occurred that could be
used to boost the teams confidence.
Opponent: North Carolina A&T
On the offensive side of the footGame site: Aggie Stadium
ball, the team has shown that it doesn't
always need to depend on the throwGreensboro, N.C.
ing arm of senior quarterback Robbie
Justino.
Last week against Morgan
Time:
Sept. 26, 1:30 p.m.
State the Flames offense piled up 242
Last meeting: 1990, LU won 45-24
yards on the ground.
The new leaders for LU's ground
assault
are sophomore Matt Council,
Game Day: Liberty University enters the game with a
who
ran
for 158 yards and four touchwinning record for the first time since Oct. 26 of last year
downs against MSU, Scott Thomas
when the Flames defeated Towson State 38-28. If the whofinishedthe MSU game with 95
Flames want to keep the winning record, they will have to yards and one touchdown and Adrian
defeat an Aggies team which is coming off a 9-3 season Cherry, who finished with 82 yards
and near playoff berth. However, the Aggies lost two of rushing against Concord.
Council and Thomas just missed
their final three games of '91 .in order for the Flames to
becoming the first duo of running
win they must keep attacking North Carolina with their backs in LU history to each run for
improved running game. If the Flames can effectively run 100 or more yards in the same game.

the ball and keep the Aggies potent offense off the field,
they will win. Last year the Aggies offense scored 38 or
more points in six of the teams nine wins including a 5014 blow-out of Norfolk State. Another key for LU in the
game will be to play with the intensity it displayed in the
second half of the Concord State game in which the
Flames outscored the Mountain Lions 23-0. This will also
help to keep the crowd out of the game. The Flames
defense must also place pressure on the Aggies
quarterback and keep him running. So far the Flames
have used three running backs effectively in Adrian
Cherry, Matt Council and Scott Thomas. All three have
had games of 85 yards or more.

By RON MUSCOLINO
Champion Reporter

This year America has done away
with two things it did not need,
pay-per-view Olympic coverage and
instant replay. The aforementioned
you can probably get on VHS tape
if you order Sports Illustrated.
The latter you can only read about
in this column because the NFL
doesn't have it.
Instant replay has hindered the
National Football League about as
much as its high-priced participants.
The first notable flaw replay had
was that it slowed down the game. A
game that would normallyfinishin
three hours was suddenly taking an
extra 15 minutes to half-hour for

CLEAN MACHINES

By SHANNON HARRINGTON
Champion Reporter

AT

If you have watched anyNFL football lately, you have noticed a lot
more bad calls by officials.
What is the reason for this? Is there
something missing in NFL officiating this year that was present last
season? Could it be instant replay?
The big phrase for NFL commentators this season after a controversial
call has been made is, "Last Season
that call would have been reversed."
Game analysts like John Madden are
having a great time proving officials
wrong as they repeatedly show the
instant replays of controversial calls.

COIN LAUNDRY
IN HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
_23_7-9877_
Nr
FREE
"1
SUN
8a.m.-6p,m,

They were five yards short. As it
turned out, Thomas ran for 101 yards
but was stopped for a 6-yard loss
early in the game.
On defense the Flames were paced
by Dion Krause's three interceptions
in the Morgan State game.
This also was the first time an LU
defensive player had recorded three
interceptions in a game.
Eric Colvard helped the Flames on
special teams with his punting in the
Concord College game. Sevral times
he punted the Flames out of trouble in
the game.
Colvard gained the Flames 255
yards with his six kicks for a 42.5
yards per punt average. His long kick

completion. This only leaves more
time for unimportant time wasters
like commercials.
Another problem developed when
officials in the replay booth made
decisions and lacked courage to make
the right call. They allowed home
team fans and coaches to occasionally dictate a call. Sometimes officials in the replay booth would wave
the white flag on a particular call,
which became better known to television viewers as the "after further
review the play is ruled inconclusive"
ruling.
If the replay booth is wasting the
time of fans and players by making
inconclusive rulings, then the referees may as well keep making the

decisions without the replay. There
are not many calls by referees resulting in a win for a team that would
have lost with the replay call. In the
end all teams end up with about the
same amount of breaks anyway.
Another problem with instant replay is that the game's purest backers
believe the high-tech nature of the
rule caused NFL games to become
robotic.

There is nothing like watching a
game being played in a greenhouse
(see dome stadiums) and many times
having unqualified personnel making decisions on crucial plays.
Lastly, the "in-command-of-thegame" officials have had the electronic eye in the sky looking over
their shoulders. This most assuredly
caused one or two officials to make an
incorrect call. The officials no longer
have to think anymore. They know
that if they blow the call it will be
corrected by the instant replay.
Finally instant replay has been returned to itsrightfulplace — out of
the game — and is used solely as the
great sports debate starter across
America.

NFL should keep instant replay to help improve game

CLEAN CLOTHES

MON-SAT

Sports Shorts

NFL needs instant replay like U.S. needs pay-per-view

CLEAN STORE

6:30a.m.-9p.m.

Sports Editor

Concord College, the team is able to
give these players a taste of success
and gain momentum for when the
team faces arigidschedule later in the
season.
All teams schedule opponents with
varying degrees of difficulty. The
defending Division 1-AA national
champion Youngstown State Penguins also have Morgan State on the
schedule.
If teams played against playoff
caliber teams every week of the season, the players would be dead come
playoff time.
So as this football season
continues, support the team as it
gains momentum and confidence.
Just remember. Central Florida,
Maine, James Madison and many
other formidable opponents lie
ahead. North Carolina A&T
awaits LU this Saturday in
Greensboro, N.C.
So don't discredit the team's play
early in the season!

The Great Sports Debate

IT ADD$ UP

1 wash in Double Loader
COIN LAUNDRY
HILLS PLAZA
I
ONE COUPON PER
|
PERSON PER FAMILY PER J
VIST

Mike
Gathman

of the night was 55 yards.
Even the intensity the Flames displayed in the second half of the football game against Concord is encouraging after thefirsthalf.
Granted, LU lost to Furman and
defeated two less powerful football
programs in Morgan State University
and Concord State College. But as the
fans and team learned last year during
the Kutztown game, no team is to be
taken for granted.
For those who claim this is insignificant because of the quality of the
opponent, just remember that success, no matter who or what it is
against can have a snowball effect on
players' confidence.
Confidence is exactly what the
Liberty football team needed early
in the season. There are many
new players who haven't enjoyed
success yet, and there are many
players who played through last
season.
By playing Morgan State and

r DROP-OFF
SERVICE
STUDENT
STUDY
ROOM

But what is the exact reason that
instant replay has been banned from
the NFL?
There are many arguments that
contributed to ridding the NFL of
instant replay, but those arguments
can be negated when it could mean
the difference between a win or loss
in a game. Unlike basketball and
baseball, football schedules are not
played as a series, and there are not
nearly as many games to be played.
This makes every game crucial to a
football team's success.
Probably the biggestargumentover
instant replay is the time factor. Fans
say they do not like to watch the same

play over and over while a bunch of
guys sit in a booth trying to decide
over it. Well, ask the same fans if they
mind waiting for replay officials to
decide if they should reverse a questionable, game-winning touchdown
pass, especially if a win for their
favorite team is at stake.
Critics also say that some calls are
inconclusive. They say that some
plays cannot be decided on, even with
instant replay. Well, howdoyouknow
if a play is inconclusive unless you
take a second look?
And what about those who say that
instant replay takes the sport out of
football. After all, it is only a game.

In response to this controversy, it
should be added that the only way
football cannot be a sport is for the
competition to be taken away. Instant
replay has nothing to do with destroying competition. It only makes the
competition fair.
Finally, some say that officials rely
too much on instant replay. But if
anything, it puts pressure on them.
What official wants his mistakes to be
publicized nationally when his call is
overturned?
It's time to bring instant replay
back to the NFL. Referees are human
and make mistakes. What does it hurt
to help reduce their mistakes?

Sports Notebook
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NBA game

JMU football game

The National Basketball Association will make an appearance in
Lynchburg for the second
consecutive year on Saturday,
Oct 17, at 7:30 p.m.
Sports Productions, Inc., and
KINETX, Inc., have teamed to
bring the Philadelphia 76ers and
the Seattle Supersonics to
Lynchburg for an exhibition game
to benefit the Big Brothers and
Sisters of Central Virginia.
For every paid ticket, 50 cents
will be donated to the Big Brothers
and Sisters program.
Tickets for the event will be on
sale beginning Sept. 8, through the
Liberty University ticket office.
Tickets will cost $25, $20.50,
$16.50 and $8.50.
For information on the game or
for tickets, call the LU ticket office
at 582-2178 or 582-4452.

The Liberty University ticket office has tickets available for the
Saturday, Nov. 7 game at James
Madison University. Tickets are
available for $5 and $10 each.

Men's Soccer
LU senior Brent Ward received
honorable mention for Big South
men's soccer Player of the Week of
Sept. 14.
For the week, Ward scored four

goals and assisted on two others. He
scored three of the goals in one game
against the District of Columbia in
which the Flames won 3-1.
AsofSept. 13,LU'sJames Wright
was leading the Big South in scoring
with 12 points. Since then he has
added to that total as he scored two
goals in Saturdays 5-1 winoverUSCAiken.
The men's soccer team is off to its
best start since 1986 when the team
also began 4-0 and finished 14-2-3.

Sports Schedule
Football: On the road Saturday, Sept.
26 against North Carolina A&T
starting at 1:30 p.m.
Men's Soccer: At home on
Saturday, Sept. 26 against Charleston
Southern starting at 2 p.m.
Women's Soccer: At home on Monday, Sept. 28 against Radford University starting at 4 p.m.
Women's Volleyball: On the road

Friday and Saturday, Sept. 25 and
26 at the Radford University
Invitational. On the road Tuesday,
Sept. 29 at Davidson College starting at 7 p.m.
Men's and Women's Cross
Country: On the road Friday,
Sept. 25 beginning at 4:30 p.m.
at the University of Virginia
Invitational.
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Marines
THE FEW. THE PROUD. THE MARINES.

Please see your officer selection team Captain Graham
and Sergeant Hamilton at Demoss Hall on September 29
from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. or call
1-800-542-5851 in VA, or collect (703) 387-1942.

FREE

Oil Change, Lube & Filter with
Purchase of a complete

Engine Tune-Up!
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I
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L
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Includes:
-Complete engine analysis ~ Checking
fuel & emission systems ~ Install new
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Check & set timing, carburetor & idle
speed ~ 12,000 mile/12 month guarantee
Standard ignition & additional parts extra.
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3012 Wards Rd.
239-0902
(2 Blks. South of River Ridge Mall)
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49ers, Saints battle
for lead in division
By CHRIS BIESIADECKI

Minnesota Vikings
at Cincinnati Bengals

Champion Reporter

The Dallas Cowboys, Washington
Redskins, Philadelphia Eagles, Phoe- —The Bengals come into this game
nix Cardinals, New York Giants and with a winning record which they
Indianapolis Colts have a bye week. haven't had in two years. Both teams
have new coaches gradually feeling
Atlanta Falcons
their way out in the league. The Benat Chicago Bears
gals David Shula has a veteran in
—These are two completely different quarterback in Boomer Esiason.
teams. Chicago is a ball control- Esiason's passing has led the team
minded team, and Atlanta is a "no- early in the season, and so has Harold
holds barred" type team. Look for Green's running. Minnesota cleared
both teams to come in try ing to estab- house before the season. Now the
lish a running game. If Atlanta can team has many players with little NFL
stop Neal Anderson and force Jim experience. Look for the Bengals
Haibaugh to pass, they could keep offensive experience to overtake the
this one close in front of the crowd at Vikings.
Chicago's Soldier Field.
—"In the jungle, the mighty jungle,
the LION sleeps tonight." Home is
New York Jets
the Lions jungle, and it is where DeBuffalo Bills
at Los Angeles Rams
troit has the best home record in footat New England Patriots —Both teams enter the game strug- ball after a season in which they were
—What do these two teams have in gling. The Jets are an up-and-coming 9-0 at home. Tampa Bay is coming in
common? Nothing! Buffalo comes team that has been hit by the injury trying to prove to everyone that they
in with the most lethal offensive at- bug. Both New York's starting quar- are not a fluke. To do this the Bucs
tack in the league. Jim Kelly and terback Browning Nagle and starting have to shut down Barry Sanders.
Thurman Thomas are unstoppable. defensive end Jeff Lageman are out. Tampa Bay is coming in with new
The Bills have averaged more than 35 The Rams are a team with nowhere to spirit that includes Vinny Testaverde.
points a game. The Patriots come in go but up in the standings. Ken The Lions are going to see if Testavwith a defense trying to gain an iden- O'Brien will receive the call for the erde is for real by sending Jerry Ball
tity. This is the same Patriots team Jets as quarterback. In the four passes full-force along with a couple of
that was shut out by the Rams. Don't he threw against the Steelers, three blitzes. If the Bucs can stop Barry
expect the Bills to struggle after the were interceptions. The Jets mustgive Sanders, look for a Tampa victory.
coin toss.
the ball to Blair Thomas and pound
the front four of the Rams. If they run
San Francisco 49ers
the ball without a turnover, look for a
Denver Broncos
at New Orleans Saints
Jets victory.
at Cleveland Browns
—Both teams arefightingfor the NFC
—The rivalry continues! The Bron- Pittsburgh Steelers
West title. This game will be a good
cos have stung the Bronws many
test to see both teams strengths and
times over the years and especially in at Green Bay Packers
weaknesses. The Niners are playing
playoff games. This game is not as —How about those Steelers! The team with a running game and a quarterimportant and it is one game that the has forced 11 turnovers in the first back whose name isn't Joe, and the
Browns have to get emotionally up two games. Barry Foster is one of the team is still winning. Steve Young
for. The Browns are missing a key rushing leaders in football. New Head has led the team with the same leadplayer in Bernie Kosar because of his Coach Bill Cowher has the team ership as Joe Montana and with the
broken ankle. With the offensive line motivated and playing well. The same results. The Saints are still an
not playing well and facing a starting Packers are struggling all over the excellent defensive team that will have
second-string quarterback, the Bron- field. The quarterback controversy to play at a high level of intensity to
cos are definitely going to be blitz- doesn't help matters much. With the win this game. For the Saints to win,
ing. One thing the Browns have going Packers lack of a running game, look the offense must be able to play at a
for them is a Broncos offense still for the Steelers to try to place as much level where the running backs can run
looking for a rhythm. In order for the pressure on either quarterback in the successfully. Young must continue
Browns to have a chance, the team pocket.
his Montana impersonation in order
needs to take the ball from Elway late
for the 49ers to win.
in the game.
San Diego Chargers

at Houston Oilers

Miami Dolphins
at Seattle Seahawks
—These two teams are headed in
opposite directions, and there are no
signs that it will change. The
Dolphins enters the game with
playoff aspirations while the
Seahawks are a team just looking to
win a couple of games. The Miami
offense is very consistent with Marino and running backs Mark Higgs
and Bobby Humphrey. For Seattle to
win this game, the team has to hope
that the Dolphins ease up the way
they did against the Browns. If this
happens, the Seahawks might pull
out a victory.

—Their is no place like home in the
Astrodome! Warren Moon hopes that
the combination of playing in the dome
and playing against a less than average
secondary of San Diego will bring the
magic back. What the Chargers need
to do is throw a couple of different
coverages against Moon and hope
that the magic never returns.
San Diego has to run the ball
effectively in order to run down
the clock. If Moon shows up ready
to play, it will be a long day for
the Chargers.

Tampa Bay Buccaneers
at Detroit Lions

Super Six
^

^X.
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Women's soccer outscores opponents 11-0
By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

The LU women's soccer team
improved its record to 2-1 after two
shutout wins last week.
The first was a 4-0 win over
Greensboro College on Wednesday,
and the second was a 7-0 pounding of
Washington and Jefferson College
on Saturday.
In Saturday's game against the
Washington and Jefferson Presidents,
the Lady Booters displayed both a
strong offense and defense.
Washington and Jefferson College
finished the game with zero shots
on goal compared with the Flames
20-plus shots including seven
goals.
The lady booters were led in the
game by senior Amy Ingalls who
attempted 10 shots on goal, scored
once and assisted another goal.
Other key players included
sophomore Jennifer Dayton who had
six shots on goal and one assist and

freshman Kendra Bengds with five
shots and one goal. Terri Lee, Mandi
Limmage, Janice Olivcras, Beth
Aldridge and Jennifer Schultz also
recorded one goal each making the
final score 7-0.
Lady Flames Head Coach Kerry
St. John expressed pleasure over the
team's last two victories and particularly over Saturday's win.
"I was very pleased with our performance against Washington and
Jefferson," St. John said. "I feel that
we have made a lot of improvement
since the first game, and wc are definitely playing up to our potential. We
stayed at our level and didn't come
down to theirs."
St. John also commented that they
had made tremendous progress
from last Saturday's game against
Davidson College.
"We have shorter, more consistent,
passes which resulted in better ball
control," he said.
Dayton, who had one assist during

the game, was also pleased with the
team's game.
"It was a very good game for us as
we were able to put into practice the
techniques we have learned during
regular practices," Dayton said. "Our
basic skills were greatly improved
today."
In Wednesday's game against
Greensboro College, Limmage
scored the first LU goal in the first
minute of the game. The rest of
the first half remained scoreless
for both teams.
In the second half, mid-fielder
Bengds added three goals to LU's
score, all shot within minutes of each
other. The 4-0 win over Greensboro
College placed the Lady Flames record at 1-1.
Future games for the Flames
include an away game against
Campbell University on Sept. 26.
The next home games are against
Radford on Sept. 28 and UNCAsheville on Oct 3.

photo by Bri«n Pratt

Terri Lee dribbles the ball upfield during one of the Flames recent home games. She scored a
goal in Saturday's 7-0 home win over Washington and Jefferson College.

New coaches bring winning styles to programs
By BRIAN SPERLING

,
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Champion Reporter

The Liberty University athletic
department hired two new replacement head coaches in women's soccer and volleyball this fall in Kerry
St. John and Chris Fletcher.
St. John, who has three years to the
completion of his master of divinity
program, has taken command of a
young soccer team with his experience as a coach and official. It was
through an official's group meeting
that he was offered the job of coaching the Lady Flames.
"During the last year, I met Jeff
Alder (men's assistant coach)," St.
John said. "It was at an official's
meeting that Jeff let me know about
the program."
After praying about it with his wife,
St. John accepted the position.
"I really enjoyed being around the
game so much that I had been officiating," St John said. "It seemed like
the Lord had opened up the doors to
coach again."
St. John had coaching experience
on the men's varsity high school level
for two different academies in North
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Chris Fletcher
Women's volleyball coach

Kerry St. John
Women's soccer coach

Carolina. He followed coaching for
two years at the Wilmington Christian Academy with a three-year tenure at Northside Christian Academy
in Charlotte.
St. John is excited about the prospects of leading a young program that
is only five years old.
"I am looking forward to continuing the development of the program,"

he said. 'This is the first year for
funded recruiting. That will take the
program to the next level."
Women's soccer is notan officially
sanctioned sport in the Big South
Conference until next year. With
solid schools such as Radford to
contend with, St. John sees this season as a time for the team to gain
experience and improve the program.

Women's soccer led by Ingalls' scores
By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames soccer team
expects a promising and strong season this year with help from the team's
leading scorer Amy Ingalls.
Ingalls, who has begun her senior
year and fourth season with the Lady
Booters, ended the 1991 year as the
school's top goal and point scorer.
She finished with seven goals and
one assist for 15 points.
Soccer has been a part of her life
since she began playing at the age of
five. She played throughout her elementary, junior high and high school
years, but it wasn't until college that
she found the most challenging level
of team soccer.
"I have always enjoyed playing
soccer," Ingalls said. "But college
has been a lot more competitive. The
girls take it more seriously, and it is
more fun all around."
Ingalls, a nursing major who
will graduate in the spring of 1993,
does not have any specific plans
to continue her soccer career but
would love to keep playing simply
for the enjoyment she receives
from the sport.
"I would like to continue being
involved with soccer," Ingalls said.
"More than likely I will coach
high school soccer with my spare
time, but I do want to slay with
it somehow."

Amy Ingalls
Women's soccer player
While playing the striker and center half position, Ingalls feels that her
greatest influence has been her older
sister who helped develop her skills.
It was her sister who drove her to
become a better player.
"I played with her in high school
and in college. She was always the
best, and I always tried harder to live
up to her standards (of the game),"
Ingalls said. "She made me push
harder."
However it was her dad who has
been her greatest encouragement
throughout not only soccer, but life.
"His personality, values and Christian walk always help me," Ingalls

said. "He was always proud of me
when I was doing my best and encouraged me to try harder when I
wasn't."
Now that Ingalls is playing in perhaps her final season before coaching, as she reflects on her soccer career. Her most memorable game was
during the state championships in her
senior year of high school. Her school
won 2-0, and she said that it was an
unforgettable experience to contribute to bringing a title home for her
school.
As she reflects on her college career, it is KoanoKc college that has
provided the most excitement for her.
"During my sophomore year, we
were able to play so well against
them," Ingalls said. 'Their aggressiveness caused us to play up to the
challenge."
While preparing to graduate
this spring, Ingalls feels that the
book of Romans has been the most
influential in her life, particularly
Romans 6:23.
"It is such a reassuring book concerning salvation," she said. "It is
easier to explain the way of salvation
to others when I use the book of
Romans."
Wherever the Lord leads Ingalls,
she will always try to include soccer
and God's will for her life.
"Wherever He plans for me to be,
that is where I will go." Ingalls said.

Cross country teams top at Winthrop
By CHRISTIANNA RININGER

Eric Welby finished third in 26:42
while David McCombs finished
Champion Reporter
The Flames' men's and women's fourth in 26:45.
The rest of the men' s team finished
cross-country teams finished in first
and second places respectively at the as follows: Geoff Elijah, 14lh, 27:44;
Jason Krull 22nd, 28:19, Mark
Winthrop Invitational Saturday.
The LU men's team placed first out Rexroth 43rd, 29:18 and Jason
of 24 schools and 127 runners. Hafached 49th, 29:26.
The Lady Flames were led by
The team won with 44 points and
were paced by Billy Khan who won Urlene Dick who finished second
with an overall time of 26:00 for overall in a time of 19:29. She led all
Big South runners at the competition.
the 5-mile race.
"I am happy the team won, and ChristiannaRininger finished seventh
everyuuc is getting ready for the big in a time of 20:14.
The rest of the women's team finmeets," Khan said.

ished as follows: Jamie Cower 13th,
20:37; Allison West 22nd, 21:05 and
JennReeder 29th, 21:24.
The women led the Big South
schools with 72 points. There were
over 150 runners in the women'srace.
"We came here hoping to win, and
it turned out to be easier than we
thought for the men. When Furman
was recognized the women knew
they'd have to work. Looking ahead
to the Big South, it was encouraging
for us to have the lop three men and
two of the top four women," head
coach Brant Tolsma said.

"The tougher competition will test
our skills and develop character," he
said. "It will be good for the program
overall."
"The demographics of the team are
good," SL John continued. "We have
some good players and some players
who want to learn. The sophomores
really provide a good nucleus to build
around."
The LU volleyball program was
taken over by Fletcher in July. She
became the third lady spikers coach
in the last three years and fifth in
Liberty's history when she took over
for Beth Dalton. She was "patched
through" to the coaching job by a
friend.
Fletcher is no stranger to coaching
volleyball on the collegiate level. Prior
to her arrival at Liberty, she coached

for five seasons at Lincoln Junior
College in Lincoln, Illinois.
Fletcher knows what it takes to
win. While at Lincoln, she compiled
a 146-86 record. Her teams dominated a three-year stretch from 198789. In 1987 her team spiked its way
to a 37-13 record and a number 19
ranking in the National Junior College Athletic Association polls. The
following year, her squad ran up a 3812 mark and the 15th position in the
nation. That was followed in 1989 by
a 36-16 record and a number 16 ranking.
Fletcher has enjoyed her stay at
Liberty thus far and looks for the
same.taste of success for the Lady
Flames in the Big South Conference.
"Liberty is different from Lincoln
in the sense that they have different

common goals and bonds," she said.
"It has been a more enjoyable experience here."
Fletcher looks for defensive improvement to help the Lady Flames
compete in the Big South this season.
"We hope to step things up on
defense," she said. "I am a defensiveoriented coach. You should see an
immediate improvement in our defensive play this season."
Fletcher feels that the Lady Spikers
are bound to improve with the return
offivestarters this season despite the
change of coaches. The players have
responded by bonding well to their
new coach.
"We have a good nucleus and base
withfivereturning starters," Fletcher
said. "With that extra experience, we
should do better by all means."
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